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Virtual Tours

Grand Canyon

The library contains 300,000 volumes, mainly from the 19th century, with
strengths in religion, British art, architecture, topography and history; American
history, biography, and literature; Romance languages and literature; history of
science; and geography, exploration and travel. The five-tier George Peabody
Library is considered so beautiful that sometimes weddings are held in its NeoGreco atrium. It was also funded by American financier and philanthropist
George Peabody.

Fans of national parks should put the Grand
Canyon on their travel bucket list. Big and
beautiful, the Unesco World Heritage Site
has some of the most magnificent vistas in
the world. It is also home to a big range
of flora and fauna, with the most famous
animal here being the rare California
Condor. On this tour, you will visit
archaeological sites that lay mostly hidden
for centuries. Archaeologists excavated
the sites, exposing them for a few days
or weeks during which time these images
were taken. Immediately after excavation,
the sites were reburied to protect them
from further damage from exposure to
the elements and possible damage from
visitation. This tour is now the only way
to experience these places where people
once lived. Check out interactive 360°
photos that show archaeologists at work,
along with their tools.

artsandculture.google.com/story/hAUB7xhL5zT9rg

nps.gov/features/grca/001/archeology

George Peabody Library
Formerly the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, the
library’s collection dates from the founding of the Peabody Institute in 1857.
The library building opened in 1878 and was designed by Baltimore architect
Edmund G. Lind, in collaboration with the Peabody Institute’s first provost, Dr.
Nathaniel H. Morison. The stack room contains five tiers of ornamental castiron balconies, which rise dramatically to the skylight 61 feet above the floor.

Hosted by the Musei
Vaticani, everyone is
able to go on a brilliant
virtual experience, from
Raphael’s Rooms to the
Sistine Chapel. If you
have a VR headset, you
can get an even closer
experience, as the tour is
compatible with WebVR.
You will feel like you’re
actually there.

National Marine
Sanctuaries
Immerse yourself in the ocean and
national marine sanctuaries without
getting wet! These virtual reality voyages
use 360-degree images to highlight the
amazing habitats, animals and cultural
resources you can find in each national
marine sanctuary.

museivaticani.va/
content/museivaticani/
en/collezioni/musei/
cappella-sistina/tourvirtuale.html

sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

The Sistine
Chapel

MUST VISIT
VISIT ART
ART GALLERY
MUST
GALLERY
ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR

ILHAM is a public art gallery committed
to
supporting
the
development,
understanding
and
enjoyment
of
Malaysian modern and contemporary art
within a regional and global context.

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)
OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)
CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

Hubble Space
Telescope’s
Control Centre
Take a 360-degree, virtual tour of
the Hubble Space Telescope’s home
for mission operations, the Space
Telescope Operations Control Center
(STOCC) at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
Begin in the lobby to learn about the
orbiting spacecraft. Visit the Mission
Operations Room, where the flight
operators command and monitor
Hubble. Step into the Operations
Support Room, where the flight team
investigates spacecraft anomalies
and verifies new procedures. Then
explore the exhibit hallway to view
hardware that once flew in space
aboard Hubble as well as tools
that astronauts used to repair and
upgrade the observatory.
nasa.gov/content/goddard/hubble360-degree-virtual-tour

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

Virtual Concerts
and Shows
Explore the Great Pyramid of Giza,
Colosseum to the Kiyomizu-dera Temple
Through the beauty of Google Arts and Culture, users from all over the world are
able to explore various destinations, such as the Great Pyramid of Giza to the
mighty Collosseum and stunning Kiyomizu-dera Temple in Japan — all through a
click of a button.
artsandculture.google.com/
project/street-view

Disneyland
Allow your inner child to let loose and
experience the happiest place on earth,
all within the comfort of your couch. Using
state-of-the-art technology, this innovative,
interactive tour lets you see everything
there is to do in Orlando, including the
world-famous theme parks and attractions,
top hotels, dining and shopping hotspots,
entertainment districts, and much more.
Explore virtual thrills like riding the tallest
roller coaster, zip-lining over alligators or
experiencing what it’s like to stand on Main
Street in front of Cinderella Castle.

MPOPlaysOn @MPO TV
The MPOPlaysOn online series premiered last September with Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 on its MPO TV Youtube
channel. The MPOPlaysOn campaign is an initiative to provide high-quality orchestral performances to the public
digitally during the pandemic.
It is a continuation of digitalisation efforts by Dewan Filharmonik Petronas (DFP) and the MPO which started last
April with MPO at Home. This was a digital campaign comprising a series of short videos featuring the MPO and the
Malaysian Philharmonic Youth Orchestra (MPYO) musicians performing virtually from their homes.

visitorlando.com/en/things-to-do/virtualtours/walt-disney-world-resort

MUST VISIT MUSEUM
SASANA KIJANG GALLERY
BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN,
50480 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)
OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

MOVIE REEL NOVEMBER 2021

ETERNALS
NOV 3

Marvel Studios’ Eternals features an exciting new team of
super heroes in the Marvel Cinematic Universe — ancient
aliens who have been living on Earth in secret for thousands
of years. Following the events of Avengers: Endgame, an
unexpected tragedy forces them out of the shadows to
reunite against mankind’s most ancient enemy, the Deviants.
Genre: Action / Adventure
Cast: Angelina Jolie, Salma Hayek, Richard Madden, Kumail
Nanjiani, Gemma Chan, Kit Harrington, Brian Tyree Henry.

FINCH
NOV 5

RED NOTICE

NOV 11

NOV 12

Finch is a robotics engineer and one of the few survivors of
a cataclysmic solar event that has left the world a wasteland.
Finch, who has been living in an underground bunker for a
decade, has built a world of his own that he shares with his
dog, Goodyear. He creates a robot to watch over Goodyear
when he no longer can. As the trio embarks on a perilous
journey into a desolate American West, Finch strives to show
his creation the joy and wonder of what it means to be alive.

From director Jason Reitman and producer Ivan Reitman,
comes the next chapter in the original Ghostbusters universe.
In Ghostbusters: Afterlife, when a single mom and her two
kids arrive in a small town, they begin to discover their
connection to the original ghostbusters and the secret legacy
their grandfather left behind.

In the world of international crime, Interpol issues a Red
Notice, where an FBI profiler pursuing the world’s most
wanted art thief becomes his reluctant partner in crime to
catch an elusive crook who’s always one step ahead.

Genre: Sci-fi / Drama

Cast: Carrie Coon, Finn Wolfhard, Mckenna Grace, Annie Potts,
Paul Rudd.

Cast: Tom Hanks, Caleb Landry Jones, Lora MartinezCunningham, Marie Wagenman, Oscar Avila, Christopher
Farrar.

10 l KL LIFESTYLE

GHOSTBUSTERS: AFTERLIFE

Genre: Comedy / Supernatural

Genre: Action / Comedy / Crime
Cast: Ryan Reynolds, Dwayne Johnson, Gal Gadot, Tom Choi,
Ritu Arya.
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ECHOES OF THE PAST
A THREE-MAN EXHIBITION BY LATE BATIK MESTROS
DATUK CHUAH THEAN TENG, KWAN CHIN AND KHALIL IBRAHIM
EXHIBITION FROM NOVEMBER 30, 2021 - JANUARY 3, 2022

I

n Malaysia, the batik tradition had
been mainly rooted in traditional
sarongs, identified with the East Coast.
Documentation of batik production in
Kelantan dates back to the 1920’s,
with hints of Javanese influence. By the
1950’s, when Malaysia developed its
own batik identity, it was embraced

across all cultural backgrounds.
KLAS will be proudly highlighting the
works by three prominent Malaysian
batik maestros — the late Datuk Chuah
Then Teng Khalil Ibrahim and Kwan Chin.
These artists, while differing in generation
and approach to batik, have a penchant

CHUAH THEAN TENG
Teng came from an artistic family (his
mother designed shoes) and studied art at
the Amoy Art Institute in Fukien Province,
China. At the age of 18, he emigrated to
Malaysia with his tradesman father and
settled in the Pearl of the Orient. From
helping his mother design dainty shoes
for Chinese women with bound feet to
becoming a pioneer of Malaysian batik
painting, Teng has left quite the legacy in
batik painting. His interest in art and craft
was certainly owed to his mother. Teng
became interested in batik while teaching
art in the 1930’s.
While he had established himself as a
painter, his enduring spirit propelled him
to develop an artistic discipline that was
distinctively Malaysian. Though trained
in Chinese art, brush painting was too
oriental, while the watercolour and oils
were too Western for the artist. Therefore,
with the large and unused stock of
pigments, Teng started to experiment with
this material and adapted this age-old
craft as a medium for fine art. A pioneer
in this medium, he had to literally work
from scratch — the process was long and
tedious.
Teng’s pursuit of his passion in art
was mainly self-taught, and he drew
inspiration from the local rustic scenes
of colonial Malaya, capturing them in
12 l KL LIFESTYLE

Chuah Thean Teng
Girl With a Lantern, 1970's
Batik 58 x 43 cm

woodcut prints. He signed his artwork,
which comprised sketches, cartoons,
comic strips, oil paintings, watercolours,
Chinese brush paintings and even pastels,
with the pseudonym Choo Ting. Although
batik painting has been around for
hundreds of years, it is remarkable that
no one in Malaysia before Teng had ever
thought of adapting this age-old craft as a
medium of fine art. His artistic proclivities
include landscapes, people and even
animals, often a cultural education of
the way of life in a particular community,
their relationships and beliefs.

for capturing Malaysia’s rural scenes.
Their works are the embodiment of
nostalgia and the simple life. Through
their works, the artists unveiled
the treasure trove of the dying art
techniques and the laborious traditional
method of producing batik art.

TENG’S EARLY BATIK WORKS
Instead of carrying on a classical Chinese
style, Chuah captured the vibrant, brilliant
colours of the Malay culture of his adopted
country. Known as the Father of Batik
Painting in Malaysia, Teng earned his
stripes from his use of batik as a medium
of fine art since 1953. The artist was at
the helm of batik renaissance in Malaysia
— a new approach to a timeless medium.
Painting by the batik method germinated
from his own idea and determination. The
possibilities of batik painting as a fine art
were a revelation, but equally remarkable
was the revolution which occurred in
Teng’s own approach to art. His style of
painting was very much influenced by
Pablo Picasso and Paul Gauguin and that
translated onto his works.
An exceptional and distinctive quality of
Teng’s works was that he filled every space
and surface with layers of registers or
lines upon which the images are standing,
sitting or carefully arranged with symbols.
These pieces are uniquely stylised and
symbolic, hence their allure. The artist had
conceived the idea of making pictures
in batik – not just decorative designs,
but large and frequently complex figure
compositions. Some of Teng’s early batik
works embodied cork colours that also
acted as an embalming shadow with
figures all around etched out by lines that
dovetail the batik cracking technique. He

was always experimenting, seeking to
give new depth and range to his batik
art. Cubism, realism, impressionism,
abstracts - he changed about and
essayed them all. No matter what style
he chose, the result in batik was always
indelibly and individually Teng.
“Through his receptive eyes and masterly
hands, Teng can show a rich vision
of Malaysia to the world in his unique
medium of batik art.” — Frank Sullivan
It was 1956, when Frank Sullivan asked
Teng how he managed to work out the
concept and method of batik art. He
answered that one day, in 1953, he was
reflecting on a time when he had once
worked in a batik factory in Indonesia.
“Suddenly I thought to myself, as an
artist, I can paint like this (gesturing with
this right hand), as a batik craftsman,
I can do good work like that. Then I
asked myself, ``why can’t I do both of
them at once?”, said Teng. That simple
question was the beginning of a two year
struggle to match his prowess as an artist
with his skill as a batik maker. In 1962,
the National Art Gallery of Malaysia
bestowed Teng with a rare, one-man
exhibition, followed immediately by an
European tour. His works were exhibited
at the Commonwealth Institute of Art in
England in 1959, 1965 and 1977.
TENG’S LANDSCAPES
When it comes to the artist’s landscape
works, there is an undeniable charm.
His perceptive mind and keen eye saw
the extraordinary in the ordinary which
he translated brilliantly onto batik.
Everyday events that others are jaded
with suddenly take on a new dimension
and emotion; children playing, women

Village Scene
Batik 45 x 119 cm
KLAS Art Auction 6 September 2020

toiling in the paddy fields, farm creatures,
picturesque fishing villages, men at work,
all sorts of homely scenes. His lines are
bold and sure, his figures sometimes flat
and one-dimensional and flooded with
mystical graduations. Teng’s landscape
illustrations are simple, honest with no
pretensions of grandeur and exhibit the
subjects’ daily antics.
His draftsmanship acquired sweep and
rhythm; colours flared from his artwork.
His themes opened up new vistas of
Malaysian life, not only the scene but
the people and all their daily activities.
Women feeding chickens, children
playing, farmers gathering the harvest
— all warm human, simple and everyday
subjects no other Malaysian artists seemed
to have tackled with such relish before.
His paintings run the gamut from playful,
touching, dramatic to personal and
intimate. He hardly strayed from his
beloved kampung scenes where he
spent so many happy hours and languid
afternoons. It takes a true master to reflect
affection, perception and empathy on his
medium. Through his paintings depicting
rustic scenes of Malaysian folks going
about their simple way of life, Teng’s
works helped put Malaysian batik in
the annals of batik history that could be
traced as far back to the 8th century.

eye of the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF).
MOTHER AND CHILD
Teng’s Mother and Child series is a classic,
universal motif and one that he adopted
and perfected. Despite the expressions on
the mother and child subjects, there is an
endearing quality to the renditions, each
executed in style that is distinctively Teng.
The subjects portrayed differ with each
artwork, mostly in a loving embrace and
filled with warmth. The crackling effect in
the background was the result of Teng’s
tie-dye technique with waxed cloth. He
allowed the wax to crack and for the dye
to seep through to obtain the crackling
effect which set off against the figures
well.
“Art is the vision of the artist, his creation,
imagination and expressions reflecting
the artist’s many degrees of feeling. It is
an interplay of both emotional and visual
expressions where the illusions created
convey the statements across. And through
the different modes of expression, we are
compelled to seek some standard of value
to enable us to distinguish between them.
This distinction is called the transformation
of things.” – Datuk Chuah Thean Teng.
Teng passed away on Nov 25, 2008, a
few months before the opening of his

Some of Teng’s artworks weaved elements
that were truly Malaya, such as the
Malay craft tradition and designs into his
narrative with intimacy and camaraderie,
which also highlights the beauty of the
traditional Malay house. He hit the
international limelight in 1967 when his
penchant for capturing the charm and
pleasure of rural, kampung life caught the

Mother and Children, 1990’s
Batik 92 x 61
KLAS Art Auction 18 November 2020
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talent began as a young boy with a passion
for making wayang kulit. He would make
the wayang kulit by drawing on a big
leaf with the addition of a cardboard,
which would then be used to play with
his friends. He took this new found interest
and took part in competitions and shows
held almost every month.

retrospective at the National Art Gallery in
Kuala Lumpur. His paintings are treasured
and coveted to this very day, as it captures
and records a moment in time, above
and beyond the sense of nostalgia with
distinctive scenes of pastoral kampung life
and its people about their day.
KWAN CHIN
Born in 1946, in Kepong, Kwan Chin
studied at the prestigious Nanyang
Academy of Fine Arts in Singapore. Upon
his return to the then Malaya, a stint as
a commercial artist in an advertising firm
followed. But a brief introduction to batik
by his good friend and Singaporean
artist Tien Soong sparked his interest and
he quickly turned to batik art, which he
became very famous for.
BATIK WORKS
Kwan Chin is one of the remaining few
Malaysian artists who produced batik
masterpieces in the traditional methods to
depict life in the villages of Malaysia and
immerses in the subject and its beauty on
canvas. The artist’s oeuvre was using a
bright atmosphere with excellent contrast
of colours. Through his works, the artist
unveils the treasure trove of dying arts
and techniques used, from the beautiful
strokes in bringing abstract figures to life
to the laborious traditional methods of
producing batik art.
Kwan Chin’s paintings possess a strong
cultural identity, employing various batik
techniques using tjanting, wax and dyes to
create dots, floral motifs and his signature
crackling effect as the background. The
‘crackled’ effect in the artist’s backgrounds
was achieved by wrinkling the waxed
fabric, allowing the dye to seep into
intricate patterns along the cracks. While
purist batik artists immersed their wax
paintings completely in dye baths, Kwan
Chin opted to apply dye with a brush, to
achieve greater technical control.
Armed with knowledge in the use of
charcoal, oil and watercolour from the
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, the
artist uses a batik-upon-batik method
— a repeated process of waxing and
dyeing. The result is a see-through effect
with a conspicuous background and
overlapping colours. The colours of his
14 l KL LIFESTYLE

KHALIL’S MALAY LIFE
While the late Chuah Thean Teng
pioneered this art form in the 1930s, it
was only accepted as a medium of artistic
expression by the 1960’s. Somewhat
later, Khalil Ibrahim also depicted Malay
life, primarily that of the fisherman
fraternity, through the batik technique in a more real sense. While colour and
texture became the primary fascination
with Khalil, he remained true to - firstly,
the human figure albeit fragmented and
secondly his people of the East Coast.
Unlike Teng’s subjects who reflected a
lazy contentment about kampong life,
Khalil’s interpretation, in a piece such as
East Coast (1978) NAG seems somewhat
more involved. Even if rather romanticised
in gesture and cluster and vibrant colour,
they are possessed in their stance - notions
that highlight their industriousness.

Market Scene, 1979
53.5 x 152.5 cm

artworks are well contained within the
outline he draws, leaving no space for
smudges. Vividly-coloured batik paintings
that depict scenes of Malaysian life were
his specialty, and collectors all over the
world typically have a copy of Kwan
Chin’s artworks.
and
His
themes
are
forthright
uncomplicated, no intricacies or hidden
messages behind this — stunningly
executed and a visual treat. The only
complication in his technique is executing
it, from the laborious task of producing
batik material from scratch to the detailing
of the figures and scenery to the colours
painted on them. Before Kwan Chin’s
‘Rubber Tapper’ thrusted him and his works
to fame in the 1970’s, his works were
popular among tourists in Kuala Lumpur,
where he began to exhibit in 1969. He
seemed to have an understanding of
what art aficionados were looking for
in an art piece — he offered them with
highly decorative paintings, combining
commendable artistic prowess with a
great sense of Malaysian life as it was
during that period.
KWAN CHIN’S LANDSCAPES
Kwan Chin had a penchant for Malaysian
country life, settings and people. He
captured scenes such as wayang kulit
(puppet shows), activities of the Malaysian
wet markets, the shoreline with the
fishermen, the farmers with fruits, family
lives and the likes. He reflected a true
Malaysian artist who applied cubism and
geometric forms in some of the figures.
Kwan Chin gave a different dimension to
art in applying broken lines on canvas to
give an impression of batik art. The lines
and details of the batik are very clear and
evident, proving to the viewers how much

Kwan Chin
A Cattleman I
Batik 76 x 76 cm

of an expert Kwan Chin was with his
detailing when it came to batik. The lovely
display of colours that becomes a batik
work sets a cheerful, charming, nostalgic
and tranquil mood for the viewer, at the
same time showcasing the complexity of
batik-making.
“Yes, I have won some awards for my work
but I have no dreams that my paintings
will hang in museums after my death. I am
content to make a reasonable living doing
something I enjoy,” Kwan Chin said in the
Asia Magazine, April 17, 1977 issue.
In contrast to his statement in 1977,
Kwan Chin’s batik paintings have been
exhibited locally and internationally, and
can be seen in the permanent collections
of Bank Negara Malaysia, National Art
Gallery Malaysia, Penang Batik Painting
Museum, other major private institutions
as well as private collectors both in
Malaysia and Singapore. In 2013,
Kwan Chin’s artworks were included in
Matrade’s London exhibition as part of
its music and food promotions, and a
Malaysian exhibition on the fringe of Art
Basel Miami in the United States in 2013.

Khalil Ibrahim
East Coast Figures - Movement in Red, 1975
Batik 92 x 80 cm

KHALIL IBRAHIM
Described by KLAS as Malaysia’s Father
of Figurative Painting, the late Khalil
Ibrahim was born in 1934 in Kubang
Kerian Kelantan. He was one of the
earliest Malaysians who receive a full
state scholarship in 1960 to study art
at the prestigious Central St Martins
School of Art and Design in London. His
masterful skills in drawing, watercolour
and acrylic, were styles that moved from
the almost real to the almost abstract.
Khalil’s rich Malay culture from the
East Coast and the discipline of Islamic
values that he learnt at the Pondok school
shaped his primordial artistic journey.
These values stuck by him which then
merged with the freedom of expression
that he encountered later through his
formal art education at St. Martins in
London. Though he did not receive any
formal art education during the early
years in Kelantan, Khalil’s awareness to

East Coast Series, 1970’s
Batik 87x 70 cm

the modern art was cultivated through the
means of colonialism and the experiences
of pioneering artists from the Nanyang
Academy. Khalil was well known for his
amazing watercolour paintings, delicate
batiks and intriguing acrylics. His artistic

Despite his formal western art education,
Khalil never wavered from his rich
Kelantanese cultural heritage and it
was natural that he would pursue batik
painting upon his return from England in
1966. For Khalil, the material and tools
of batik making were no different from the
pens and paints used in artwork. It was
undeniable that Khalil’s understanding of
batik was deeply rooted. The manufacture
of batik has notably been associated with
the East Coast States of Kelantan and
Terengganu, having been introduced into
Kelantan by Indonesian craftsmen in the
very early twentieth century. Renowned for
his pictorial style and his fascination with
the daily activities of the rural communities
of the East Coast, he employed various
techniques that included works executed
in traditional methods such as dip dye,
crackling and the use of the tjanting to
imbue delicate lines and details to his
paintings. In his abstract batik paintings,
he developed techniques by using brush
strokes and thus created abstract works
that broke through tradition and defied
the stereotypes of batik painting.
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LEGACY CONTINUES — CHUAH SIEW
TENG AND CHUAH SEOW KENG
SCIONS OF THE FATHER OF MALAYSIAN BATIK,
DATO’ CHUAH THEAN TENG
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

CHUAH SEOW KENG
Chuah Seow Keng, one of the trio of
scions of the great batik-art founder Dato’
Chuah Thean Teng is recognised as one of
Malaysia’s leading artists and is renowned
for his batik and watercolour paintings.
Born in 1945 in Kelantan, Seow Keng
now calls Penang his home. In 1968, the
artist was awarded a scholarship to study
at the Süddeutsche Kunststoff Zentrum in
Würzburg, Germany. While attending
this academy, he specialised in fibreglass
sculptures, a difficult, but rewarding art
medium.

CHUAH SIEW TENG
Known for his excellent prowess in the
batik medium, Chuah Siew Teng, is
a veteran in the Malaysian art scene,
bringing with him a vast range of
experience. Siew Teng Siew Teng heralds
a reputation for being one of the most
brilliant and celebrated artist in the batik
segment. The artist was born and raised
in Penang, in 1944, where he had long
established himself and cemented a place
among Malaysian artists. Siew Teng
completed his education in 1965 at the
Ravensbourne College of Art and City, as
well as at the Guild Art School in England.
The artist’s passion for art, specifically
in the batik medium was handed down
by his venerable and skilled father, the
late Dato Chuah Thean Teng, who was
a master in this art form. Thenceforth,
Teng would go on to win the ‘Art Prize’
in 1961 through to 1963 consecutively.
He would also win the ‘Certificate of
Merit’ a year after that, before taking
home a prize at the Malaysia Artist
Competition a year after. It was only after
bagging all the aforementioned prizes
and creating a name for himself that
Siew Teng graduated from the prestigious
Ravensbourne College of Art and City.
This goes to show the innate talent that
this batik artist was born with. On top of
that, Siew Teng is also known to be one
of the biggest advocates of the Malaysian
batik culture, where he had lectured on
batik techniques in London as well as in
Australia.
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national art competition, and in 1965, he
won a prize with his painting, Outdoor, in
the Malaysian artists competition. His solos
were staged in four different continents –
Lower Gallery, London, Britain (1967),
World Art Associates, United States
(1971), Argyle Art Centre, New South
Wales, Australia (1972) and Kanda
Gallery in Tokyo, Osaka and Okinawa in
Japan (1975). That same year, in 1975,
he was invited to hold demonstrations at
the Fremantle Art Centre in Australia.

Chuah Seow Keng
Feeding Cockerel
Batik 89.5 x 45 cm

S.Teng, as he signs his works to distinguish
from his more illustrious father’s ‘Teng’
signature, is very versatile in all types of
painting media — drawing, watercolour,
oil, acrylic and batik. His batik art is
distinguished by the play of light, with

Chuah Seow Keng
Fishing Village - Penang
Batik 90 x 45 cm

positive-negative elements, and with a
stained-glass effect. In 1992, his batik
titled The Monkey was selected for the
UNICEF Greeting Cards programme. In
1964, his painting, Joy Of Living, was
awarded a Certificate of Merit in the

While
being
recognised
as
an
accomplished sculptor, Seow Keng is also
acknowledged as a masterful batik artist.
His abilities as an artist were noticed at a
very early age. He was exposed to the art of
batik painting by his father, the renowned
artist Chuah Thean Teng, who pioneered
batik painting as a fine art form. Seow
Keng excels in this intricate art technique
and was chosen to demonstrate his batik
skills at the International Freundschaftheim
in Buckeburg, Germany. In 1974,
Germany’s Television Channel ZweitesDeutsches- Fernsehen-Trans-Tel made a
documentary film on Seow Keng and his
brothers proclivity to batik painting for
German viewers.
Trained by his father from a very young
age, Seow Keng held his first solo of batik
painting in Fuchu, Tachikawa and Tokyo
in Japan in 1973, followed by Kanda
Gallery, Tokyo, Osaka and Okinawa
in 1975. He also had solo exhibitions
in Europe, Australia and Canada. In
1989, he received a Certificate of

Chuah Siew Teng
Malay Ladies
Batik 45 x 29 cm

Excellence (mixed media) for Outstanding
Achievements at the Artitudes 7th
International Art Competition in New
York.
Two of the artist’s batik paintings, Fish
(1981) and Rural Life (1986), were
selected for the UNICEF greeting cards in
1988. In 1992, two more of Seow Keng’s

works were again selected for the UNICEF
greeting cards — Fish (a watercolour) and
Sunrise (batik). He was commissioned to
do fibreglass murals, among others, for
Malaysia-Singapore Airline offices in Ipoh
and Penang, and Bank Negara crest,
now in Penang office. He also made a
fibreglass replica emblem for the Penang
War Memorial and Cenotaph.
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HARSHINI
SUKUMARAN
Graceful Beauty
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Dancer, makeup artist and entrepreneur Harshini Sukumaran
has a commanding presence on stage. She is a storyteller with a
vivacious persona who sets the stage ablaze and engrosses the
audience with her swift, agile and rhythmic movements. Off stage,
there is still a graceful elegance to her demeanour and an enigma
that surrounds her. In the November issue, we get to know this
beautiful dancer and the art form that is Bharatanatyam.
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# TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF.
I’m a fashion, beauty and design graduate
who is currently a dancer, choreographer and
teacher with formal training in Bharatanatyam,
Odissi, Kathak, Bollywood and contemporary
dance. Bringing forth the ability to create
innovative and inspiring dance sequences while
serving as an effective instructor, I’m also the
founder of Hadhi, a brand which provides
makeup and design services and Saucy Dancer,
a brand founded during the pandemic, focusing
on edibles in jars.
# HOW DID YOU GET INTO THIS ART FORM —
BHARATANATYAM?
Growing up, my mum used to tell me stories of
my childhood and how I would just break into
dance at every opportunity given including
functions and birthday parties and take centre
stage. Seeing this, she decided to enrol me
at the Temple of Fine Arts Kuala Lumpur to be
trained professionally at the tender age of six.
My journey began first in Bharatanatyam and
soon after, I started picking up more dance
styles such as Odissi, Kathak, Bollywood and
contemporary dance.
# COULD YOU SHARE WITH US HOW
RIGOROUS THE BHARATANATYAM TRAINING
IS?
More than training, I would call it a lifestyle as it
moulds you mentally, physically and emotionally.
From a young age, one is taught specific
positions and stances which mould the body in
a certain way. If you notice the demeanour of
Bharatanatyam dancers when we walk or sit,
it’s a little different because our feet are turned
out and we have a more upright posture as a
result of all that training. It’s definitely a very
rigorous art form which requires you to put your
heart and soul into it. Discipline is key when it
comes to any art form and as a Bharatanatyam
dancer, I have realised that consistency is vital
as a performer and practising or dancing for at
least three to four hours a day is necessary to
sustain stamina on stage.
# DOES IT TAKE STAMINA, A SPECIAL DIET AND
EXERCISES TO PERFORM?
Bharatanatyam definitely requires stamina as it
uses almost every part of the body and aligns
your expressions with fingers and feet which are
moving to different rhythms at the same time.
Each dance item can last for a minimum of five
minutes to about an hour, so it requires a lot
of stamina. As a Bharatanatyam dancer, one
should be able to sustain through a full show,
called Margam if you’re a solo performer and
this usually takes one to two hours for a complete
programme. Each programme typically consists
of five to six items and each item can last five to
six minutes or 45 to 60 minutes. In order to pull
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through a show, one needs to put in the practice
and hard work. It’s just like training for any
tournament or marathon. As far as diet goes,
it differs individually but the rule of the thumb is
your body needs food rich in protein, calcium to
strengthen bones from rigorous training which
also gives the body energy. One also needs
sufficient vitamins and nutrients to be able to
boost training. With regard to exercise, we have
a few sets of exercise that focus on strengthening
dance postures. On top of that, lots of cardio
like running and swimming are beneficial for the
dancers.
# WHAT HAS YOUR EXPERIENCE IN THIS
INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE BEEN LIKE?
My experience with Bharatanatyam has been
bittersweet, more sweet than bitter, because I
started at the age of 6 and grew into it. I only
grew to love this art form in the later stages
because as a kid, I didn’t really comprehend
the depth of Bharatanatyam. When I grew
older and graduated, only then I became more
appreciative and curious of the art form. I read a
lot more and exposed myself to more information
and history. Bharatnatyam is a rich art form; it
has so much substance. I started travelling to
India a lot more to gain more knowledge. I have
been performing and practising this dance to
date and try to keep myself as disciplined as
I can be in order to continue pursuing it. It has
been an amazing journey thus far and I hope
and pray to reach greater heights in this dance.
# WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE PROUDEST
MOMENT OF YOUR CAREER THUS FAR?
I can’t really put a finger on a specific thing but
my Bharatanatyam graduation, also known as
Arangetram, was definitely one of my proudest
moments thus far. It was surreal and a stepping
stone to other opportunities and performances.
Most importantly, it made me fall deeper in love
with this art form and realise that there’s so much
more to dancing than just mugging the steps and
performing it on stage. It evokes feelings from
deep within and open up a path to exploring this
art form even more.
# HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIENCED THE MOMENT
WHEN THE DANCER BECOMES THE DANCER?
I think the term where the dancer becomes the
dancer is definitely experienced by dancers who
are deeply connected to the art form. For me
personally, I have felt it numerous times when I
would go on stage and be swept into a trance
because the dance has overtaken my being.
When I come off the stage, I can’t remember
my performances. I would say it’s attributed
to adrenaline and the rigorous training for
a particular dance that when you go on
stage, it’s no longer about steps or technique,
rather, translating emotions and feelings and

connecting the body and soul. It’s like a drug,
this feeling, which is why many including myself
love doing it and are addicted to the stage and
the experience that comes with it.
# BHARATNATYAM IS STORYTELLING THROUGH
DANCE. HOW DO YOU INVOKE THE RIGHT
FEELINGS AND EXPRESSIONS TO PORTRAY
DURING A PERFORMANCE?
It is definitely storytelling through dance and there
are two approaches to it — Nritta and Natya.
The former is pure dance performed rhythmically
while the latter is expressive storytelling. As far
as Natya goes, to invoke the right feelings is
relating oneself to the story. I usually take an item
or excerpt from the story, ponder over it and try
to relate it to any experiences I’ve had thus far,
through the means of song or devotion. I practise
with feelings each time to feel connected to the
story. Then, when it’s time for the performance
and you believe with conviction that you are the
character, it will translate on stage. I also believe
it’s a dancer’s responsibility to convey the right
story by emoting the right feelings on stage and
do the piece justice.
# HAVE YOU PERFORMED IN INDIA?
I have performed in India on numerous occasions.
I started travelling to India to perform as a kid,
to perform for the Temple of Fine Arts’ founder’s
prayers. The Temple of Fine Arts is actually a
branch derived from India, with locations in
Australia, Singapore and other countries, so
we would perform under this banner. Then,
we would also perform for the centre’s music
and dance festivals and recently, I had the
opportunity to perform solo in Bangalore. India
is now very much like a second home to me. It’s
a beautiful country filled with beautiful people,
delicious food and is truly an experience of its
own.
# YOU STARRED IN YUNA’S MUSIC VIDEO
(NOT) THE LOVE OF MY LIFE. WHAT WAS IT
LIKE WORKING WITH THE SONGSTRESS AND
WEAVING IN INDIAN CULTURE?
Yes, I did star in Yuna’s music video and it was
truly a surreal experience. It was absolutely
beautiful and both Yuna and her husband Adam,
were a powerful duo with so much finesse and
were the epitome of professionalism. It was
mesmerising to watch them work so fluidly. I
learned so much through that experience. It
was so refreshing and different when Yuna
approached me with an Indian concept for
her music video. She truly did justice to it and
I personally think it was amazing to watch —
all the colours, elegance and execution was
brilliant. I count my blessings for being able to
work with Yuna and her husband who are so
humble, and I cherish that experience deeply,
till today.

# YOU ARE ALSO A CERTIFIED MAKEUP ARTIST.
WHAT SPARKED THIS INTEREST?
I started putting on makeup when I was 13 or
younger and in our dance school, we used to
have this festival called Navaratri, a nine-day
festival for Goddess Devi. During the festival,
we usually present the school students and there
will be many of them performing so we would
need them to get ready quickly. So, it started off
by helping each other put on makeup. Growing
up in that environment inspired me to foray into
makeup. Also, my career in dance requires me
to groom myself. It was while getting ready for
performances that I fell in love with makeup and
all its details. Eventually, I decided to pick it up
professionally and venture into bridal makeup,
for photoshoots etc. In addition, as a fashion
designer, it’s important to have this added skill.
# WHAT DO YOU DO TO UNWIND AFTER A
LONG DAY?
To be honest, I’m a foodie and I love everything
about food, including cooking. Even after a
long day, the whole process of chopping and
sautéing and concocting something really
delicious honestly relaxes me. If I’m too tired for
that, I would have a really long, hot shower, get
into my pajamas and watch Netflix till I doze
off, which is literally what I do after a long day.
# SINCE THIS IS A DEEPAVALI ISSUE, WHAT ARE
YOUR PLANS FOR DEEPAVALI?
I would probably go over to my aunty’s house
as I usually do for Deepavali or relax at home
with good food and watch most of the movies
or TV shows that they would only play during
Deepavali. We’d have a quiet and calm
celebration, just the way we like it.  
# ARE THERE ANY TRADITIONS THAT YOUR
FAMILY OBSERVES FOR THE FESTIVAL OF
LIGHTS?
When my grandmother was around, we had
this tradition of going to her place early in the
morning to pray together and get her blessings.
She would also give us angpao. We would then
indulge in a breakfast spread that she whipped
up. She’s an amazing cook, so we used to look
forward to the staple Deepavali breakfast. After
that, we’d go visiting other relatives and at the
end of the day unwind by watching some TV
programmes together.
# WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE DEEPAVALI DISH?
My favourite Deepavali dish is my mother’s
Nei Urundai or ghee balls, and hers is one of
the best. I’m a sweet tooth so this little delight
truly hits all the right spots for me. I also love
watching her make the Nei Urundai and maybe
this Deepavali, I’m going to try to make it too.
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DEEPAVALI — THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
Interesting Facts About Deepavali
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Deepavali is the festival of lights considered as an homage to the
defeat of darkness with light.

The History
Every year, around October or November,
Hindus around the world celebrate Diwali
or Deepavali — a festival of light that
stretches back 2,500 years. The ancient
celebration is linked to multiple stories in
religious texts, and it’s impossible to pin
point which came first, or how long ago
Deepavali started. That said, the common
ground that these story share are about the
triumph of good over evil. In northern India,
a common tale associated with Diwali is
about King Rama, one of the incarnations
of the god Vishnu. When an evil king in
Lanka (which some people associate with
Sri Lanka) captures Rama’s wife Sita, he
“builds up an army of monkeys” to rescue
her. The monkeys built a bridge over from
India to Sri Lanka, and they invaded Sri
Lanka and freed Sita as well as kill that
evil king. As Rama and Sita returned to the
north, millions of lights were spread out
across the city Ayodhya just to guide their
way home, to welcome them. Lighting of
lamps has long been one of the traditions
during Deepavali.
In the south, Deepavali is popularly linked
to a story about the Hindu god Krishna, a
different incarnation of Vishnu, in which he
frees some 16,000 women from another
evil king. In the western state of Gujarat, the
New Year coincides with Diwali (there are
multiple New Years throughout India) and
the festival of light is associated with asking
the goddess Lakshmi for prosperity in the
coming year. During the festival, many
celebrants exchange gifts and coins to toss
to prosperity.
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Interesting Facts About Deepavali
1. The festival occurs on a no-moon night
Deepavali falls in the Hindu calendar
month of Karthik, and to enjoy this
Festival of Lights, which occurs on
an amavasya (moonless night), firecrackers
are lit and lights are placed on the walls
and entrances of the houses. This festival
commemorates the return of Rama and
Sita to Ayodhya after his fourteen-year
long exile. It is believed that to welcome
them back, the residents of Ayodhya lit
thousands of Diyas (clay lamps). That
practice still continues.
2. It celebrates Lakshmi, the Goddess of
Wealth
It is believed that Lakshmi, the Goddess of
Wealth and Prosperity, was born out of
the great churning of the milk-sea, known
as Samudra Manthan, on Deepavali.
3. It’s the end of the harvest season
The month of Karthik marks the end of
the harvest season in India and farmers
offer their harvest to goddess Lakshmi for
prosperity.
4. It includes the festival of Annakut
Annakut is celebrated on the fourth day of
Deepavali which is the 1st day of the new
year according to the Hindu calendar. It
is a day of offering gratitude for Krishna
beneficence with mounds of food in the
shape of Govardhan mountain.

5. There are plenty of fireworks and lights
Firecrackers and decorating with lamps
and candles are an essential part of the
celebration. Over the years, electrical
lighting decorations have become one way
to make elaborate decorations.
6. A festival across religious lines
While Deepavali is considered
predominantly a Hindu festival, the reality
is that it is an occasion that is celebrated
by several other religions including
Jainism, Sikhism and numerous folk
religions.
7. A five-day fiesta
While South India celebrates Diwali as
a one-day festival, most parts of north
and north-west India observe it as a
five-day celebration each area with its
own significance and each dedicated to a
different deity.
8. Dhanteras
It is estimated that Indian households hold
a record 11% of the the total gold in the
world. A large chunk of it is bought every
year as part of the custom or tradition
during the festival of Dhanteras, which
usually falls two days before Deepavali.
On Dhanteras, not only do families buy
gold, they also clean and decorate their
houses with elaborate rangolis (colourful
powder designs usually made in the
courtyard of the house) and more recently,
fairy lights.
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Jun Ji-Hyun
$120,000 per episode

HALLYU HEARTTHROBS

The Korean starlet is not just a pretty face. Her
breakout role in 2001’s My Sassy Girl catapulted
her to fame and helped place K-entertainment
on the world map and earned her first Grand
Bell Award for Best Actress. Popularly known as
Gianna Jun, the 39-year-old actress is one of
the highest-paid female Korean actresses and
deservedly so. Her inherent talent for acting is
portrayed through her cameo in popular period
horror thriller, Kingdom and the female lead in
successful dramas such as My Love From the
Star and Legend of the Blue Sea. She will next
be seen in a drama entitled Jirisan, depicting
the story of rangers of Jirisan National Park
who climb through mysterious and unexplored
regions of the mountain to rescue lost trekkers.

Top Paid K-Drama Celebrity
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Korean dramas or K-dramas have won the hearts
of viewers and become a worldwide phenomenon
for their talented cast, engaging plots and beautiful
settings. They are both addictive and amazing with
plot twists that can go from sappy in one minute
to heartbreaking in the next. It’s variety like these
that keep viewers coming back for more. From
veteran actors to new Hallyu heartthrobs, we list
Korea’s highest-paid TV actors based on estimated
earnings and the dramas that made them popular.

Hyun Bin
$113,000 per episode
Song Joong-Ki
$170,000
Song Joong-Ki rose to fame through the 2010
historical coming-of-age drama Sungkyunkwan
Scandal and the variety show Running Man as one
of the original cast members. Since then, he gained
widespread popularity with the series, Descendants
of the Sun. His recent hit Vicenzo earned Joong-Ki
approximately US$170,000 per episode. Known for
his perfect comic timing and diverse spectrum of roles,
the actor will next be seen in the film Bogota. With a
total net worth of $5 million, he is considered one of
the richest actors in Korea.

Handsome Hyun Bin oppa, K-drama’s original
hunk, gained instant recognition for the popular
series My Lovely Sam Soon. However, it was
the more recent Crash Landing On You series,
which catapulted him to soaring popularity and
into our hearts. Hyun Bin’s acclaimed series also
include Secret Garden and Memories of the
Alhambra. With his current net worth at $14
million, this hunk collects a paycheck of around
US$113,000 per episode. His much-awaited
next movie is Bargaining — a Korean diplomat
is dispatched to Afghanistan when a group of
South Korean tourists is taken hostage by the
Taliban.

So Ji-Sub
$89,800
Kim Soo-Hyun
$600,000 per episode
Kim Soo Hyun’s name resonates with almost all
K-drama fans for his successful portrayal of characters
in dramas such as My Love From The Star and It’s
Okay Not To Be Okay. The 33-year-old actor saw his
fame skyrocket upon his discharge from the army. Not
only has he won the hearts of many, Soo Hyun has
snagged various awards for his roles and is also the
king of commercial films. .
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So Ji Sub, a veteran in the K-drama industry
is also a household name in Korea. He gained
immense popularity for his roles in What
Happened in Bali, 2004 and I’m Sorry, I Love
You, 2004. His recent successes were for The
Master’s Sun in 2013 and Oh My Venus in
2015. His upcoming project is dubbed Dr.
Lawyer (a working title) — a heart-warming
drama about a genius surgeon who becomes
a medical malpractice lawyer after losing
everything from a fabricated surgery.

Lee Min-Ho
$84,000 per episode
While Hallyu stars Jo In-Sung and
So Ji-Sub make more than Lee
Min-Ho per episode, Min-Ho has
captured more hearts, evident with
his Instagram following of 26.3
million and counting. His worldwide
popularity landed him the honour of
being the first Korean actor to have
a wax statue at Madame Tussauds
museums in Asia. Since his debut
role in Secret Campus in 2003,
Min-Ho has gone on to make waves
through his roles in various TV
shows including Boys Over Flowers,
City Hunter, The Heirs and more
recently, The King: Eternal Monarch.
He is also the face of many brands.
The actor will be returning to the
small screen with upcoming drama
Pachinko, Apple TV+ series based
on a novel in which he plays the
antagonist.
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LITTLE INDIA
A Foodie’s Guide Through Brickfields
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Brickfields, also known as Little India, sits snug in Kuala Lumpur — a realm that
is distinctly its own. A burst of vibrant colours, intricate arches, various stalls
selling sweets and flower garlands line the streets. This is also where you can find
shops selling Indian spices, vegetables and the sorts, textile, jewellery and most
importantly, good Indian food. From North Indian food to South, we have created a
guide through Brickfields for you foodies.

MTR
The inception of MTR dates back to 1924
when three Brahmin brothers decided to
open a small restaurant in Bengaluru, India
called the Brahmin Coffee Club, serving
coffee and idlis. Under the direction of
Yagnanarayana Maiya, he catapulted
the eatery to attain accolades and fame
and soon after, renamed the restaurant to
Mavalli Tiffin Rooms (MTR). This vegetarian
restaurant went on to grow in stature
and name, becoming a culinary symbol
of excellence in Bengaluru. Today, MTR
has spread its wings, having branches
in Singapore, Dubai and Kuala Lumpur.
What makes MTR distinct from every other
purveyor of Indian cuisine is is sourcing
of their ingredients, largely from India.
The Masala Dosa here is divine and our
favourite. Crisp on the outside and fluffy
on the inside, this dosa is laden with spiced
potatoes and topped with a thimble of their
signature organic ghee. The aromatic and
flavourful ghee acts as a garnish to the
dosa.

Lawanya Food Catering
Tucked in an alley off Jalan Scott in
Brickfields, Lawanya Food Corner should
be another stop on your foodie trail. This
humble hole-in-the-wall concept stall
is helmed by R.V. Ramu and his wife
Challama who is in charge of the kitchen.
Choices are aplenty here, with various
kinds of common and little-seen vegetables
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such as avarakai and fried banana stem
or vazhaithandu served in a claypot and
seafood and meat dishes. The allure
of Lawanya’s fare is its home-cooked
flavours and affordable prices. From their
poultry segment, the chicken varuval is
the most popular for its robust piquancy.
Vegetarians are also spoilt for choice with
Lawanya’s meat-free options, from mock
chicken to tauhu and tempe, cooked in
different renditions each day. On Fridays,
be on the lookout for their homemade
chicken briyani, identifiable through its
delectable aroma.

Vishal Food and Catering
If you’re a banana leaf meal lover, it’s
compulsory that you drop by Vishal Food
& Catering. There’ll be a crowd of banana
leaf rice seekers including food writers and
expats in the restaurant during lunch hour
and weekends. Similar to most places, the
typical banana leaf meal here comes with
three side dishes which are vegetables. You
can choose your own side dishes from the
display or the tray that will be presented to
you by its staff. The options include mutton
bone marrow, mutton peratal, chicken
varuval and a medley of fried fish, cutlets
and chicken. Blanket your rice with any
curry of your choice, their crowd-favourite
being the mutton dalca and chicken. Pair
this with crisp papadam and you’ve got
yourself a decadent meal.

Natamai
New kid on the block, Natamai, located
on the same row as Chat Masala, departs
from most of the simply-decorated Indian
restaurant to present a contemporary
brick facade and a brass urn as its cashier
counter. Inside, a beautiful orchestra
of aromas tingles the nose and causes
the mouth to water. With its moniker
translating to village chief, one can find a
plethora of South Indian fare. As soon as
you’re seated, a wave of banana leaves
are placed on the table, followed by
vegetables, rice and curry. For something
more indulgent, order their crab or mutton
briyani to keep you satiated throughout
the day. Must-order side dishes include
the perfectly fried cauliflower that boasts
consistency, and chicken varuval that
is tender yet flavourful with every bite.
Accompany or complete your meal with
Natamai’s masala tea — a beautiful
harmony of spices and Indian tea.

Annalakshmi
Located in the Temple of Fine Arts along
Jalan Berhala, Annalaksmi is a vegetarian
restaurant purveying a spread of North
Indian and South Indian delights. Inside,
a cosy ambience is complemented with
paintings, wood carvings and other
pieces of art. The piece de resistance at
Annalakshmi is undoubtedly its buffet
spread that varies on a daily basis.
Customers can also order a la carte items.
Be sure to try their sweet, salty or ginger
lassi.
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Signature pizza

Three Guys Café
Hot Tapas

Cata – Pizza,
Tapas E Vino
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The façade of Cata’s storefront stands proud as a clear
indication of the visual and culinary experience awaiting its
patrons within. The interior décor of the establishment gives off a
simplistic yet familiar feel, of course not forgetting the ubiquitous
Mediterranean influence. It is a visual treat of mosaic tiles,
unique yesteryear lamps and reconditioned wood and steel.
Taking inspiration from the Mediterranean region, Cata breathes
life into its cuisine with Italian, French and Spanish influences.
Starting the culinary experience of the Mediterranean region
at Cata, we were spoiled for choice with the wide range of
hot and cold tapas. Our favourites were the Tomato Salad with
Balsamic Vinaigrette and the Patatas Bravas with Spicy Tomato
Sauce and Garlic Aioli. The former was a tangy fresh dance on
the palate and the latter a mild spicy kick to wake up the taste
buds.Of their wood-fired pizza, the Cata Signature Pizza stood
out, a rustic pizza served with sweet and plump San Marzano
tomatoes, pesto, Jamon Serrrano, bits and bobs of spicy
Chorizo and olives. Their signature pizza was truly a beautiful
symphony of tantalising flavours.

Cata – Pizza, Tapas E Vino *Mediterranean cuisine *Casual dining (Non-halal)
Plaza Damansara, 50-G, Jalan Medan Setia 2,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur, Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2011 8587

BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN
Donburi set

Juu Nana Sakaba
BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

The most precious gems are found at areas with the least
attention, and this holds true for Juu Nana Sakaba. Tucked
away on a calm street in Section 17 of Petaling Jaya is an
izakaya style restaurant, and at its core is a beating heart
pumping out the best of hearty, simple and delicious Japanese
cuisine. The izakaya theme is carried through every front of
the establishment, Japanese lanterns giving off a mellow glow,
wooden structures and decors setting an earthy tone, an open
kitchen for patrons to watch the chefs elegantly dance with the
flames to serve up their dishes, and shelves of soy sauce pots
and sake carafes. Bamboo blinds separate the seating areas to
give a more private dining experience to the patrons.
The menu at Juu Nana Sakaba revolves around kushiyaki
or skewered and grilled items, donburi set meals and most
recently, the addition of a wider range of sushi and sashimi.
Our favourites from the bento section of the menu are the
Yakibuta Don Bento, a juicy slab of grilled pork over rice and
paired with sweet omelette, and the Sake Rice Bento, a block
of juicy salmon grilled to perfection and served over a bed of
rice. The kushiyaki influence in their cooking method brings out
a smokey flavour profile in their grilled meats which boosts the
umami factor in their donburi. When talking about Japanese
cuisine, sushi and sashimi are a must have item and Juu Nana
Sakaba offer Sashimi Moriawase, a sharing platter of sashimi
with the option for patrons to choose their own sashimi, and
a rather classic selection of sushi and maki. Not forgetting the
cornerstone of kushiyaki, they offer an extensive selection of
meats to suit the palates of many, all to be charcoal grilled to
order.
Juu Nana Sakaba *Japanese cuisine *Casual dining (Non-halal)
14, Jalan 17/54, Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7931 7737
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ATM Rice Bowl

Three Guys Chili Pasta

N

estled in a cosy space on
the second level of MAHSA
Avenue, Three Guys Café
has quickly risen to fame among
café enthusiasts. Pushing through the
adversity of the pandemic, Three Guys
Café still serves up Malaysian-Japanese
fusion food, an experience that is both
exotic and familiar simultaneously on
the palate. The establishment greets you
with a large neon sign and simplistic
retro décor, inviting you in to explore
the wonders contained within the small
space. Peeking in, the café is set up with
a heavy influence of Japanese décor and
yet a sense of familiarity lingers in the air,
giving the patrons a sense of comfort.
Diving right into its Japanese fusion dons

Brown Sugar Boba

or rice bowls, we shine a light on a couple
of its bestsellers which are the ATM Rice
Bowl and the Three Guys Chilli Pasta.
The former has a layer of creamy and
fresh avocado paired with tamagoyaki, a
sweetened Japanese rolled omelette, both
draped with a layer of torched mentaiko
sauce. The latter seems to be a unique take
on the local chilli pan mee where the bowl
is decorated with homemade sambal, miso
braised minced chicken, onsen kampung
egg, crispy ikan bilis, bonito flakes, spring
onions, cucumber and seaweed.
Looking at its beverage menu, the list seems
endless starting with the in-house brewed
coffee of many kinds and an assortment
of teas. The menu then flows into specialty
drinks which have recently brought

attention to the café. A fan favourite is
the Brown Sugar Boba Fresh Milk, a
simple concoction of soft and chewy
brown sugar cooked boba served with
the signature house mixed brown sugar
syrup, fresh milk, and crème brûlée,
creating a smooth and silky mouthfeel
which hits all the sweet spots just right.
One can also find a refreshing range
of sparkling lemonades and fruit juices
at Three Guys Café to beat the harsh
Malaysian heat.

Three Guys Café *Japanese-fusion *Casual dining
(Pork-free)
Block B, 2-14, Jalan Ilmu, 50603 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 010-430 9123

Nanbanman
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Nasi Ulam

Timothy
BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

A

The one
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With a deep root in Malaysian cuisine,
the food served at Timothy is made
different by its Western and Southeast
Asian influence tasted across the menu.
Starting with the Nasi Ulam Rainbow
Ayam Percik, the dish lures one in with its
colourful appeal, each colour or rather
element on the dish contributing a specific
flavour profile and texture to create a

Princeps

BY HIRANMAYII MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII MOHANANMM

In celebration of World Vegetarian Day and World Vegan Day, The
Brasserie at The St.Regis Kuala Lumpur presents a well-curated, plantbased vegan menu of contrasting flavours, using 90 per cent of farmfresh Malaysian produce for a wholesome, hearty and healthy meal.
While curated with vegans and vegetarians in mind, this plant-based
menu is meant for all and might just convert some meat eaters to the
greener side.

Princeps at Taman Tunku is a neighbourhood restaurant one saunters
into on work-from-home days or weekends. There’s something
immensely relaxing and tranquil when dining at Princeps, possibly
owed to the jazz numbers subtly playing in the background or
the greenery that encapsulates this bistro. We grabbed a seat at
the breezy al-fresco gazebo, shaded from the sun and enveloped
by lush foliage. The meaning of Princeps is twofold — first in
time or order, foremost chief, leader or prince; the most eminent,
distinguished or noble. Princeps is also defined as the first edition
of a book, especially of a work that is circulated in manuscript,
before printing became common. The bistro’s historic locale and
meaningful name takes a subtle nod to the country’s first premier,
Tunku Abdul Rahman.

The menu started with a dish cleverly named, ’Afternoon Tea’ which
whetted the palate with mushroom tea and sweetcorn and cucumber
fairy cakes as well as beetroot and celeriac tarts. Pleasing colours
and beautiful presentation left diners in anticipation of what came
next. Next was the Roasted Jerusalem Artichoke Skin which resembled
an earthy-looking snowflake sandwiching artichoke ice cream with
hazelnut and truffle — a delicious delight. What came next was a
vibrant garden on a plate called Cameron Highlands Barbecued
Carrots. This enchanting little dish saw an assemblage of carrot and
miso puree that conveyed beautiful umaminess, complemented by
charred baby leeks and truffle jus for that extra depth in flavour.

Geprek

nostalgic concept at its core,
Timothy is bravely bringing
the culture of kopitiam into the
contemporary café scene. Nestled
comfortably in a repurposed shophouse,
the building has retained most of
its original charm and matches the
cafes rustic appeal. The entirety of
the establishment is reminiscent of old
town kopitiams and is very simplistic
by nature and with the added touches
of contemporary decors that has been
blended in seamlessly into the retro
façade.

The Brasserie

delicious amalgamation every Malaysian
is familiar with. Another signature dish we
thoroughly enjoyed from their menu was
the Nasi Ayam Geprek, a plateful of blue
pea rice served with a crispy fried chicken
and smothered in sambal balado, a
sambal which punches you twice, the first
with the aromatic flavours and the second
with the intense spice. The dish is served
with a side of raw vegetables, budu and
salted eggs, creating a balance of flavours
and keeps you wanting more. From their
selection of pasta, our favourite was The
“One” Salted Egg Chicken Spaghetti
which features a fried chicken chop
placed over pasta in a creamy golden
salted egg sauce. The cherry on top of
the sundae, one cannot miss the wide
selection of delectable artisanal cakes
and loaves paired with a calming cup of
coffee.

Timothy *Malaysian cuisine *Cafe (Pork-free)
24, Jalan Tun H S Lee, City Centre, 50100 Kuala
Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 017-699 3422

Another favourite from the menu was the Vialone Nano Risotto
featuring cep purée, roasted girolles (a type of mushroom) and
cashew nut butter for creaminess. There was nothing not to love about
this well-executed dish, from the harmonious textures and flavours to
the perfect pairing of ingredients. They say good things come to those
who wait; the dessert — Valrhona Amatika 46% Chocolate Bar was a
thing of beauty with geometric patterns and clean lines. It comprised
praliné feuilleté, banana amatika and tonka bean. This plant-based
vegan menu is priced at 388.00+ per person and is available at
The Brasserie every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday for lunch or
dinner.

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur *Mediterranean-fusion *Fine dining (Pork-free)
No 6, Jalan Stesen Sentral 2, Kuala Lumpur Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03 2727 6696

Princeps’ menu runs the gamut from starters, classic ambrosial
breakfasts to main courses and desserts. We teased our palates
with the refreshing Tomato Salad, featuring a medley of scattered
Japanese cherry tomatoes and Japanese cucumber dressed with
avocado, onions and olive oil. The extra dots of homemade pesto
brought a herbaceous and nutty quality to the salad. Next, the
Princeps Club Sandwich saw an assemblage of chicken ham and
boiled egg swathed with lettuce, tomatoes, cheddar cheese, Swiss
cheese and a drizzle of sesame dressing to bring an umami quality.
This was served with hot, sinful, straight-cut fries that tasted as good
as they looked. Another comforting and decadent dish was the
Mackerel Fillet that sat on a neatly lined bed of thin noodles tossed
in a lemon butter sauce and served alongside Cameron Highland
tomatoes glazed with herb oil. We enjoyed the use of locallysourced ingredients and harmonious flavours.

Princeps *Western fusion *Comfort food *Casual dining (Pork free)
Unit A1, Taman Tunku, Off, Jalan Langgak Tunku, Bukit Tunku,
50480 Kuala Lumpur.

TThe Brasseri’s
Plant-Based Menu
Tomato Salad
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NIGHTLIFE
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Crafting Cocktails
at Home

Unique Cocktails for the Adventurous Drinkers
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

There’s no doubt that we’re cocktail
connoisseurs. However, there are new drink
recipes we haven’t tried and are dying to do
so. Here are some unique cocktails you should
make.

SMOKED ROSE

RHUBARB-ROSEMARY DAIQUIRI

The smoked rose is a fabulous scotch cocktail that brings a
different smoky flavour into the mix. It’s an aromatic delight
and a brilliant new way to enjoy your favourite whiskey.

Straight from the garden, the Rhubarb-Rosemary Daiquiri
is a fun, fresh twist on the homemade Daiquiri. The cocktail
also includes rosemary, which is a fantastic companion to the
sweet-tart taste of rhubarb juice.

Ingredients:
For the Rosemary Syrup:

CUCUMBER WASABI MARTINI

THE GREEN GIANT COCKTAIL

Wasabi is an interesting ingredient and one that is not
normally associated with cocktails. It is, however, an
alternative way to turn up the heat in your cocktail without
using hot pepper ingredients.

This Green Giant Cocktail is one of those great fresh-fromthe-garden cocktails featuring a great organic vodka with
vermouth, then honey to sweeten things up.

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

•
•
•
•
•

4 sliced cucumbers, divided
1 pea-size dollop of wasabi paste
1/2 ounce of simple syrup
1 1/2 ounces of gin
1/2 ounce of lemon juice

•
•
•
•
•
•

6 sugar snap peas, divided
1 sprig fresh tarragon
3/4 ounce honey
2 ounces organic vodka
1/2 dry vermouth
1 ounce freshly squeezed lemon juice

Method:

Method:

In a cocktail shaker, muddle three cucumber slices
with the wasabi and simple syrup. Fill it with ice
and pour in the gin and lemon juice. Next, shake it
well and finely strain it into a chilled cocktail glass.
Garnish with a slice of cucumber. Serve and enjoy.

Muddle four sugar snap peas, 10-12 tarragon leaves
and honey in a cocktail shaker. Then add vodka,
dry vermouth and lemon juice. Proceed by filling the
shaker with ice and shake it like you mean it. Strain
into an old-fashioned glass over crushed ice. Garnish
with two sugar snap peas and enjoy.
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•
•
•

1 cup of water
1 cup of sugar
3 tablespoons of rosemary

For the Cocktail:

•
•
•
•

1 sprig dried rosemary
2 ounces Scotch whiskey
1/2 ounce Green Chartreuse liqueur
1/4 ounce rosemary syrup

Method:

In a small saucepan, bring water to a slow boil, add
the sugar in and stir until it’s completely dissolved.
Reduce the heat, add the rosemary and cover the pan.
Let it simmer for 15 minutes, remove the pan from
the heat and allow the syrup to cool completely, all
while keeping it covered. Strain out the rosemary and
bottle the flavoured syrup in a glass jar with a tight
seal. It should be refrigerated and will keep for about
two weeks. Smoke a coupe glass to flavour the inside:
Light the dried rosemary sprig on fire, extinguish the
flame and place it inside the glass. In a mixing glass
filled with ice, pour the scotch, Green Chartreuse and
rosemary syrup. Stir well and strain into the smoked
glass.

Ingredients:

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 1/2 ounces of light rum
3/4 ounces of rhubarb juice
1/2 ounce of rosemary syrup
1/4 ounce of lemon juice
Lemon wheel for garnish
Fresh rosemary sprig, for garnish

Method:

Gather the ingredients and in a cocktail shaker, pour
the rum, rhubarb juice, rosemary syrup and lemon
juice. Top it with ice. Shake well and strain it into a
chilled cocktail glass. Garnish with a lemon wheel,
sprig of rosemary, or both. To make the rhubarb juice,
place the cut rhubarb into a pot and cover with water.
Bring to a boil over high heat, then cover and reduce
the heat. Allow it to simmer for 15 minutes. Strain
using a fine mesh strainer and press the rhubarb with
the back of a spoon to get all of the juice. Allow to
cool for about four hours in the refrigerator.
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South Indian Savoury Snacks
From bondas to bhaji, a guide to Indian snacks for Deepavali
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Outside of India, Indian sweets tend to outshine the country’s more savoury offerings. While these
ghee-laden, sugar-filled morsels are immensely popular world over, there is a whole world of crispy,
fried savoury snacks that remain undiscovered. Indians love their savoury treats, and almost every
household has their own specialties that they prepare for festivals like Deepavali.

MURUKKU
Murukku is a staple dish for Deepavali and a highly popular
snack in South India. Its moniker is derived from the Tamil word
for ‘twisted’, referring to its spiral form. It is typically made from
rice flour and urad dal flour. The flours are mixed with salt, chilli
powder, asafoetida and sesame seeds. Water is added to form
a stiff dough, which is then shaped into spiral shapes by hand
or extruded using a murukku mould. Finally, the seasoned spirals
are fried in hot oil.

VADAI
Immensely popular, vadais are the Indian rendition of doughnuts,
served for breakfast or as a snack. They’re made by grinding
pre-soaked urad dal with salt and asafoetida, then adding finely
chopped green chillies, ginger, cilantro, onions as well as cumin.
The resulting batter is quickly shaped into rings and fried in hot
oil, then served with green chutney or sambar.

PAKORA
If you’ve never eaten hot, fresh-off-the-stove pakora on a cold
rainy day along with some masala chai to wash it all down,
you’re missing out. Pakora or pakoda is a fritter of sorts typically
made with onions, although in India, there are seemingly infinite
versions including potato (aloo), spinach (palak) and paneer
pakora. A batter is made from besan flour, turmeric, chilli
powder, masala powder, salt and chopped curry leaves. Then
finely sliced onion is added, along with enough water to thicken
the mixture. You then deep fry it in oil and serve hot, broken into
bite-sized pieces.

MADRAS MIXTURE
Madras mixture is a tasty collection of various delectable treats.
Known colloquially in India as micchar, Madras mixture often
contains kara sev, boondi, ompodi, roasted peanuts, flattened
rice flakes, roasted chana dal, almonds and cashews. Although
it is primarily made during Deepavali, it is also enjoyed as a
snack year-round, typically alongside a cup of tea. It can be
quite an endeavour to gather all the components to make your
own, so you can scout for these mixtures in Brickfields.
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PANIYARAM
Our personal favourite, paniyaram is also called kuzhi paniyaram
(which refers to the special pan that is used to make it). Black
lentils are paired with rice to make the batter, which is very similar
to the one used for idlis and dosas, then left to ferment. When
the batter is ready, it’s ladled into the various indentations in the
paniyaram pan and cooked until golden brown. Paniyarams are
typically served with coconut chutney or sambar.

OMAPODI
Like murukku, omapodi or ompodi is typically made for
Deepavali. The dough for this snack consists of gram flour, rice
flour, butter, ajwain or carom seeds and salt. Throw in a dash of
turmeric to set it apart. Water is added until the dough becomes
soft and sticky, then it’s passed through the omapodi press into
hot oil.

SAMOSA
Samosas are a great tea time treats. These are delicious little
morsels of pastry wrapped around assorted fillings such as
spiced potatoes, minced meat, onions, peas, or lentils. A soft,
pliable dough is made from all-purpose flour, salt, ghee and a
little water, then rolled out into small circles before being stuffed
and shaped by hand into the familiar triangles. After a quick turn
in hot oil, these are served with mint chutney.
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Brownie, Baby

BAKED KL

The Fudgiest, Finger-Licking Good Brownies

Born from the love of homemade baked
goods and the belief that everyone
deserves a treat, Baked KL is the purveyor
of sinful buttery treats and gluten-free and
plant-based desserts. The best part of its
desserts, besides their scrumptiousness,
is that the vegan brownies and blondies
taste no different from the regular
brownies — and they’re guilt-free! For
fudge lovers, we recommend the Choc
Stellar brownie which boasts a chunk of
ooey gooey goodness and it’s gluten as
well as nut-free. Meet your matcha with
Baked KL’s Matcha heaven blondies and
experience euphoria.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Don’t you just feel satiated and satisfied after sinking your teeth into a bar of rich, fudgey and
indulgent brownie? What we love about it is that it makes a good accompaniment for Netflix and
chilling, a wonderful dessert and a worthy pick-me-up.
JASLYN CAKES
Jaslyn Cakes can do no wrong in our eyes,
hence their inclusion in this list. Their Salty
Valrhona Brownie, as its name suggests,
includes a dash of salt to create a beautiful
balance and cuts down the richness of this
dessert. Available in both their Bangsar and
Mont Kiara outlets, if you walk in at the right
time, a warm brownie, fresh from the oven
would await you. Jaslyn Cakes offers two
variations to choose from — the Valrhona
Guanaja chocolate chunk brownie sprinkled
with sea salt flakes, and Blondies. The Blondies
recipe is tweaked to replace chocolate with
brown sugar and vanilla — something for
everyone. In order to get your hands on their
whole tray of brownies, be sure to pre-order
because these babies sell like hot cakes!

KIND KONES

SUGARIE KL

When
you’re
craving
for
something indulgent but worry
about the calories, Kind Kones can
come, to your rescue. Armed with
sweet potato brownies served with
a creamy all-natural ice cream,
guilt can go out the window. It’s
probably the fudgiest, most moist
and fulfilling brownie, owed to the
inherently starchy nature of sweet
potatoes.

Is there a better pairing than torched
marshmallows
atop
chocolate
brownies? We didn’t think so.
Specialising in s’mores brownies
and stuffed cookies, SugaRie
KL might induce some serious
cravings, especially after scrolling
through their feed. Our favourite
is their recent introduction, the
Biscoff Brookie. It’s essentially the
matrimony of a cookie and brownie.
It has a buttery cookie base and
fudge brownie centre, topped with
Biscoff cookie butter filling and
torched marshmallows. So yummy!

BROWNIES BAR
BY THE ACCIDENTAL BAKERS

THE DESSERT BAR KL
The creative mastermind behind The Dessert
Bar KL is Dimple Devnani. With a fervour for
baking desserts since young, Dimple pursued
this professionally under the tutelage of some of
the best bakers in the Philippines and continued
to venture into hospitality. The Dessert Bar KL
promotes fresh, delicious and flavourful desserts,
delivered the very next day to ensure freshness.
Get to its Instagram page to place your orders,
between Wednesday and Saturday. You can thank
us later.
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Brownies Bar by The Accidental Bakers
has earned major brownie points for
offering its patrons a myriad of brownie
and blondie choices, 18 to be precise.
One can find something to suit every
palate, from peanut butter, Nutella, red
velvet, coconut, pistachio cranberry,
fruitcake, banana, dark chocolate to
salted caramel. Our favourites are
the coconut and
sea salt almond,
both carrying distinctive flavours, one
tropical and the other, earthy. Nutella
is a crowd-pleaser too — fudgey and
addictive. Each brownie, in our opinion,
is worth the bite and calories, with
a lingering aftertaste that makes you
crave for even more. Brownies Bar by
the Accidental Bakers is located at The
Gardens Mall and Pavilion Elite.
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t has been said that the reset for aviation
will not be fast and easy considering that
the industry and the tourism-related sector
have been most adversely impacted by the
unprecedented Covid-19 pandemic.
As airports globally rebuild their operations
in response to the challenges posed by this
crisis, environmental and cost pressures will
inevitably be greater than ever before for
them. A number of airports have restructured
their operations to focus on growth, finding
ways to remain financially viable and strong
by improving their revenue stream through
other avenues besides aeronautical.
Measures undertaken also include downsizing
of their operations staff besides cutting down
cost. For some, the cost-cutting measures
are over in the case of Hamburg Airport
in Germany and the small Tallinn Airport
in Estonia while for others, they are still
unfinished.
As for Malaysia Airports, the company have
remained resilient with strong liquidity and
manageable borrowing level while containing
costs, with some targets have been achieved
to keep the airport operator sustainable as
it moves forward to brace the headwinds
ahead.
Total cost incurred by Malaysia Airports fell
36.3% to RM2 billion for the financial year
(FY) ended 31 December 2020 from RM3.2
billion in 2019 while its borrowings were
reduced by 5.8% to RM4.6 billion in 2020
from RM4.9 billion previously.
As a socially responsible corporation,
Malaysia Airports managed to have zero
retrenchments and salary cuts during the
pandemic. Its cash and money investment
stood at RM1.7 billion in 2020 compared
to RM3.2 billion for the FY 2019, with cost
containment, cash preservation and cash
recovery measures adopted by the group.
In Asia, many airports have also taken the
necessary steps to restructure and enable
them to function more efficiently as they adjust
to meet the new air travel demands as the
Covid-19 crisis continues.

40

Reorganisations at other airports
The same is true for airports in Europe. In
a recent discussion on how various airport
leaderships have navigated their operations
during the Covid-19 crisis, Hamburg Airport
CEO Michael Eggenschwiler says fortunately
they had embarked on its reorganisation to
improve operational efficiency and revenue
in 2019.
One of the first things they did during the
pandemic was freezing all big investments
and undertaking severe cost cutting. “We kept
the airport open although there was no traffic.
Liquidity was never an issue,” Eggenschwiler
adds.
“Last March, our staff went into a furlough
with their salary reduced by 10% and
their working time cut,” adding early staff
retirement and reduction measures were also
undertaken.
Cautiously optimistic of its prospects in the
coming months, he is looking forward to air
traffic picking up although the movements at
his airport remain volatile.
“We have introduced a new department
focusing on the passenger journey in
anticipation of high traffic volume and are
digitalising as much as we can by introducing
big data.”
Eggenschwiler also expects changes in the
traffic mix and air travel to become more
expensive in view of new changes, carbon
reduction initiatives and new energy usage.
He hopes to see more stability and a steady
development in the aviation industry instead
of having to plan from week to week.
Higher traffic, stability and happy passengers
are also what Marc Houalla, Managing
Director of the Charles de Gaulle Airport in
Paris wishes for as he sets his eyes on the
aviation industry returning to 2019 prepandemic levels by 2025.

Anticipating changes in traffic mix and that
air travel will become more expensive in
future, Houalla, who is also Groupe ADP’s
Deputy Executive Director, says it has been

a difficult past 18 months for them and they
have yet to finish their cost cutting measures.
While they learnt to be flexible and work
in close coordination with other parties, he
recognises that their operational environment
has changed significantly since 2019. Houalla
observes that when they reached 60% of
their 2019 traffic, their infrastructure starts to
saturate and long queues occur during checkins and boarding.
He feels it is crucial for both airlines and
airports to carry out control measures during
passenger arrivals and departures. “Airlines
are asking for more resources and space for
their flights. We work closely with them to
define some of the processes such as health
checks before the arrival of the passengers.
“That would be the game changer. Otherwise,
we will not be able to cope with the higher
passenger flow in 2022.” He says a smarter
digitalisation plan is being worked out to
improve their passengers’ journey with
contactless technology.

Meanwhile, Tallinn Airport CEO Riivo Tuvike
shares, “We did not have liquidity issues,”
explaining that in safeguarding their liquidity
position, they monitored the behaviour of their
partners.

of its investment will be coming in next year
mainly to improve efficiency and enable its
passenger journey to become more seamless.
“We will continue to invest into our new apron
and non-related aviation business.”

“We are a flat organisation with only one
flight a week,” adding that they had a 10%
salary cut for almost everyone besides cutting
its operational costs during the pandemic.

Indeed, getting the pandemic under control
with operational efficiency, cost containment
measures while at the same time thinking
out of the box to come up with new revenue
streams and digitalisation plans to alleviate
the industry have been the primary focus of
many airport operators to steer themselves to
be more financially sound and stable.

Having embarked on a digitalisation
programme in line with the aviation industry’s
Airport 4.0 initiative, Tuvike says the majority

The turnover of its assets will also
be enhanced, thereby increasing its
infrastructure’s capacity. Having started to
use big data on several cases, Houalla says
they look very promising and have helped to
reduce operational cost.
Elaborating on how they managed during the
pandemic, Houalla remarks, “We stopped
almost all our investment and completed what
we have to finish.” In order to conserve their
cash, its investment level is now one-fifth or
one-sixth of what it had before the pandemic.
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Airports Nationwide Ready to
Welcome Travellers

M

alaysia Airports is glad to welcome
travellers back to its network of
39 airports on October 14, 2021
with the lifting of local and international travel
restrictions. Despite low passenger volume,
airports nationwide remained in operations
throughout the pandemic and had used the
lull period to ensure a safe airport experience
in anticipation of travel resumption. Apart
from the implementation of safety measures
to restore air travel confidence, facilities have
also been upgraded to further enhance the
travelling experience.

AD 01

Passengers can look forward to better airports
as Malaysia Airports have managed to
achieve several noteworthy successes during
the pandemic. Among others, KL International
Airport (KUL) and Langkawi International
Airport (LGK) are currently ranked the world’s
best airport in their respective categories in
the global Airport Service Quality (ASQ)
survey for Q2 2021 by Airports Council
International (ACI).

Malaysia Airports in a statement highlighted
that for the past year, airport readiness has
been a key factor in ensuring that services
stay relevant, and standards remain high.
Staff at all airports are very well prepared to
operate at optimum levels of efficiency as they
welcome back passengers. Full compliance
to Covid-19 hygiene measures have been
ensured with five international airports which
are KUL, LGK, Penang, Kota Kinabalu and
Kuching certified with the global ACI Airport
Health Accreditation (AHA).
Malaysia Airports have also achieved a
98% vaccination rate for all staff nationwide
in their bid to return to normalcy. The
company are expecting a surge in passenger
movements in the coming months; therefore,
all SOPs will be heightened for a continuous
and sustainable recovery for the aviation
industry.

All 39 airports across the country continue
to practise Covid-19 safety measures such
as enhanced sanitisation and disinfection
exercises, mandatory thermal screening and
usage of face masks, sneeze guard screens,
sanitiser stations, and physical distancing
reminders among others.
Malaysia Airports also remain guided by
the government and relevant authorities i.e.,
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Health,
National Disaster Management Agency, on
the latest SOPs to protect both passengers
and the airport community while curbing the
pandemic.

FLYKLIA
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Tourism Malaysia
Received Global Award at ITCTA 2021

T

ourism Malaysia has been awarded
for “International Film Location &
Golf Tourism Destination” at the 7th
International Tourism Conclave & Travel
Awards (ITCTA), which was held on August
20, 2021 at Le Meridien, New Delhi.
One of the largest travel trade and businessto-business (B2B) platforms for India’s tourism
industry, this year’s ITCTA was attended by
more than 150 industry players. A one-day
conclave and B2B expo was held for attendees
to discuss the revitalisation of the heavily
impacted tourism industry amid the ongoing
pandemic, as well as promotional activities
focusing on tourism niche products such as
MICE, weddings, golf tourism, and filming
locations.

A

irAsia, the world’s best low cost
airline for 12 consecutive years is
all geared up to welcome everyone
onboard, following the government’s
announcement of the resumption of interstate
travel and the reopening of tourism activities. .

It is vital to have a continuous discourse
among the industry players, tourism boards,
and state governments on how to tackle
the obstacles faced by the tourism industry
worldwide. The new normal is here to stay
for a longer time than we have expected,
hence it is time for a new approach: to live
with the virus rather than to combat it.

The airline assures that the highest safety
standards are in place as part of its Covid-19
mitigation plan including by accepting only
fully-vaccinated guests onboard, making it
mandatory to check-in via the airasia Super
App that integrates with vaccination records
on MySejahtera, and soon rolling out FACES
facial recognition boarding system, making
the entire journey fully digital and paperless
thus further minimising possible human
contact between its guests and employees.

SULAIMAN SUIP
Director of
Tourism Malaysia New Delhi
For more information, please visit
www.tourism.gov.my

Korean Air Wins ATW Airline of the Year Award
faced by the airline industry,” said Walter
Cho. “Covid-19 has halted air travel and
grounded our aircraft, but I am proud that
our employees’ dedication and efforts have
been recognised by the global aviation
industry.”

K

orean Air received the Air Transport
World’s (ATW) 2021 Airline of the
Year Award during ATW’s Airline
Industry Achievement Awards held on the
evening of October 5 at the Revere Hotel in
Boston, United States of America.
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AirAsia Gears Up to
Welcome Everyone Onboard

The event was attended by Walter Cho,
Chairman of Korean Air; Keehong
Woo, President of Korean Air; and the
airline’s flight crew who participated in
the repatriation flight that brought Korean
nationals safely to Korea from Wuhan at
the onset of the pandemic.

Korean Air, established in 1969, is one
of the world’s top 20 airlines and carried
more than 27 million passengers in 2019
(pre-Covid). The airline serves 120 cities
in 43 countries on five continents; it has a
modern fleet of 156 aircraft and employs
over 20,000 professional employees. Its
global hub is at Incheon International Airport
(ICN) and its core businesses are passenger,
cargo, aerospace, and aviation maintenance
and repair.

“It is an honor to win the ATW Airline of
the Year Award at this most difficult time

For more information, please visit
www.koreanair.com

To kickstart the resumption of interstate travel
on October 11, AirAsia operated a daily
flight schedule of 61 flights across its
16 domestic destinations. To start it off,
AirAsia Malaysia (flight code AK) will fly
from Kuala Lumpur to Langkawi (63x weekly),
Alor Setar (10x weekly), Kota Kinabalu
(35x weekly), Bintulu (2x weekly), Kuching
(10x weekly), Labuan (14x weekly), Miri
(4x weekly), Penang (21x weekly), Sibu
(2x weekly), Sandakan (21x weekly), Johor
Bahru (10x weekly), Kuala Terengganu (28x
weekly), Tawau (28x weekly) and Kota Bharu
(35x weekly).

The government deserves the greatest credit
for the successful rollout of the national
vaccination programme which has now
culminated in the safe resumption of domestic
travel. AirAsia will continue to work closely
with all relevant regulators, the federal and
state governments, civil aviation and health
authorities to ensure the highest standards of
compliance and conformance are in place for
every single flight we operate.
RIAD ASMAT
CEO of AirAsia Malaysia

“AirAsia is taking the lead by making checkin via the airasia Super App mandatory for
all guests. Apart from allowing for instant
health document verification through its
integration with MySejahtera, this process will
also allow guests to pass through the airport

clearance and boarding process with an
e-Boarding Pass that will significantly reduce
physical interaction and paper contact, a key
preventive measure in curtailing the spread of
Covid-19 and other viruses.
“Having the airasia Super App is the best
choice as not only you’d need it for your
check-in, it is in fact the only all-in-one app
that guests may need for their journey - from
flight to hotel bookings, checking in, health
document verification, through to boarding
with the e-Boarding Pass and inflight services
onboard. This is where you can get the best
travel deals and enjoy a multitude of other
lifestyle services like food delivery, e-hailing,
online shopping, fintech services and many
more”, the CEO added.
For further information on promotions and
packages, please visit www.airasia.com
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Bangkok Airways Wins
Two Prestigious 2021 World Airline Awards

R

aya Airways Sdn. Bhd. (“Raya
Airways” or “Raya”) embarked on
a Proof of Commercialisation (POC)
in partnership with Pen Aviation Sdn. Bhd.
to demonstrate the commercial viability
of utilising drones to transport goods,
announced on September 28, 2021. This
marks a significant milestone for Raya
Airways, setting it on track to be the first
Malaysian freight service provider in ASEAN
to operate cargo drones.

T

he Skytrax Institute announced the winners of the
2021 World Airlines Awards 2021 on September 29,
2021 when Bangkok Airways was named “World’s
Best Regional Airline 2021” and “Best Regional Airline in
Asia 2021”. In addition to that, the airline is also ranked
at 19th place among the Top 100 World’s Best Airlines
category.

On behalf of the management and staff at Bangkok
Airways, I feel deeply honored to learn that Bangkok
Airways has once again achieved global success despite
the spread of Covid-19 that heavily impacts the aviation
industry as a whole in the last couple of years. I am
more than delighted that our customers around the
world still have trust and confidence in our products
and services by casting their votes for us. Therefore,
this year Bangkok Airways was once again named
“World’s Best Regional Airline” and “Best Regional
Airline in Asia” for the fifth consecutive year.
PUTTIPONG PRASARTTONG-OSOTHH
President of Bangkok Airways

Leveraging on Raya Airways’ track record as
Malaysia’s leading and most trusted air cargo
experts, coupled with Pen Aviation’s expertise
in safe, mission-critical flight operations for
both airplanes and drones, the POC is aimed
at unlocking prospects for Raya Airways
within its freight services.
“The Skytrax World Airline Awards are well recognised and respected across
the aviation industry worldwide. It is considered a global benchmark of airline
excellence, as the results are determined by the vote of global passengers.
We would like to thank all the voters for the continued support and confidence
that you have for us. These awards offer a great deal of encouragement
for everyone at Bangkok Airways to continue to deliver the best to our
passengers. We continue our commitment to provide high quality service,
hygiene and safety to make sure every journey is an exceptional one.”
Puttipong added.
The World Airline Awards survey operated for 23 months (September 2019 to
July 2021), and the 2021 Awards represent a mix of more normal travel times
combined with some travel during the global pandemic.
Bangkok Airways has previously been named “World’s Best Regional Airline”
for 6 years (2014, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and this year 2021), “Best
Regional Airline in Asia” for 10 years (2004, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2014,
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and latest in 2021) as well as “Southeast Asia’s
Best Regional Airline” in 2006 and 2007 from Skytrax.
For more information, please visit www.bangkokair.com
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Raya Airways Set to be
First Cargo Drone Operator in ASEAN

Expected to commence in the fourth quarter
of 2021, the POC will undertake port
logistics missions jointly conducted by Raya
Airways and Pen Aviation. This exercise will
be performed in accordance with the Civil
Aviation Directive CAD 6011, a regulation by
the Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia which
allows for the development of unmanned
aircraft technologies. The drones will be
operated by certified pilots to pick-up and
drop off packages weighing up to 12kg, with
a distance of up to 50km from containers on
cargo ships to the port and vice versa.
Additionally, the POC will demonstrate
Pen Aviation’s ecosystem superiority to
successfully deliver high-volume automated
logistics operations with a 24/7 UAV-based
freight service.

Redefining logistics in line with the global
push towards carbon neutrality, the
deployment of Pen Aviation’s drones reflects
Raya Airways’ commitment to reduce
logistics-related emissions. Apart from
adapting to the changing logistics landscape,
this will also allow Raya Airways to improve
cost optimisation and enhance environmental
sustainability, as drones optimises energy
consumption, thus reducing carbon emissions.

Complementing our expertise with Pen
Aviation’s technical capabilities, we are
confident that we will be able to contribute
to the sustainable growth of the industry,
particularly in Malaysia. With increasing
demand for efficient and cost-effective freight
forwarding services, the POC is timely as it
paves the way for Raya Airways to strengthen
our position as a mid-mile provider and
build future capabilities to serve Asia and the
Asia Pacific region, with a cargo drone fleet
capable of flying up to 1,000kg of goods.

MOHAMAD NAJIB ISHAK
Group Managing Director
of Raya Airways

“We are excited to work with Raya
Airways,”, said Jean-Bernard Boura,
Managing Director of Pen Aviation Sdn.
Bhd. “Teaming up with Raya Airways is not
about drone operation only. Above and
beyond drone design and manufacturing
with our French Partner Cavok-UAS, Pen
Aviation is an ecosystem provider that
enables new businesses by leveraging on
DigiMIND™, Pen Aviation’s unique digital
platform automating complex business and
operational processes.”
“Our collaboration provides the best solution
for the logistics industry by enhancing service
level while reducing cost, lead-time, and
ensuring full compliance. This partnership
reflects our desire to collaborate with
companies that share our vision and values.
Together with Raya Airways, we look forward
to unlocking new business opportunities while
efficiently adding value to Raya Airways
services”, Boura added.
For more information, please visit
www.rayaairways.com
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More Choices, Flexibility and Value
with Cathay Pacific

C

athay Pacific is redesigning its
Economy fares to give customers
greater choice and flexibility when
booking flights.

Each fare offers increasingly more control and
greater benefits, from enhanced baggage
allowances to flexible rebooking and upgrade
options.

The airline understands no two journeys are
the same and has developed new and simpleto-understand Light, Essential and Flex fares
that are tailored to customers’ travel needs.
The consistent and clearly defined attributes
associated with each fare type provide greater
visibility for customers on what they are
purchasing, helping them choose the fare that
suits them best.

Light fares enable customers to enjoy great
value when they have confirmed travel
plans and are travelling light. One piece of
checked-in luggage is included and customers
can always pay for additional luggage and
other benefits like seat preselection after their
booking is made.

The redesigned Economy fares will be
introduced progressively across Cathay
Pacific’s network in phases. Initially, it will be
available for flight tickets originating from
Malaysia, South Korea or the Taiwan region
from September 28, 2021. It will then be
extended across the rest of the network over
the next six months, and to Hong Kong during
the first quarter of 2022.
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Essential fares offer the perfect balance of
everything customers need, such as an extra
piece of luggage, seat preselection and the
option to upgrade using Asia Miles. This fare
type is ideal for those travelling with family,
heading for a longer trip or simply seeking
more comfort and convenience.
Flex fares on the other hand give customers
maximum flexibility for their next business trip
or holiday, with full control over their travel
plans as and when changes are needed.
Greater convenience and peace of mind is
assured.

Japan Airlines Features
The World’s Best Economy Class

J

apan Airlines (JAL), a certified 5-star airline and member of
the oneworld® alliance, announced on October 1, 2021 that
the airline has been awarded by customers with the World`s
Best Economy Class, the World’s Best Economy Class Seat, and the
Covid-19 Excellence Awards at the Skytrax World Airline Awards
2021.
In addition to redesigning its Economy fares,
Cathay Pacific is also shifting its baggage
policy from a weight-allowance to a pieceallowance system that provides a more
generous baggage allowance in the majority
of fare types and cabin classes. These changes
will apply to all cabin classes and will be
gradually rolled out worldwide as the new
Economy fares are introduced.
For more information, visit
www.cathaypacific.com

JAL also moved up from 11th to 5th in the Airline of the Year category.
The awards were announced by London-based airline industry rating
and consulting company Skytrax. Over 100 customer nationalities
participated in the survey with 13.42 million eligible entries counted
in the results.

Japan Airlines has continued its success by winning this award as
the World’s Best Economy Class airline, and we congratulate them
especially due to the very competitive nature of this market. We look
ahead with optimism for 2022 that air travel may be restored to more
normal times.
EDWARD PLAISTED
CEO of Skytrax

In March 2021, ‘JAL FlySafe’ Hygiene Measures was certified by
Skytrax with a 5-Star Covid-19 Airline Safety Rating. The airline
has continued to enhance its measures and remains committed to set
their customers’ safety and security as the number one priority, whilst
providing the best services.
JAL’s economy class seats, which have been selected the best in the
world, are designed to ensure that customers on all classes are able
to experience premium services. For international routes, the ‘JAL Sky
Wider’ is fitted on the airline’s Boeing 777-300ER, Boeing 787 and
Boeing 767 aircraft, and has been highly praised by customers since
its introduction. For domestic routes, the airline introduced the Airbus
A350 in September 2019 and the Boeing 787 in October 2019, and
each seat is equipped with a personal screen and a power supply.
JAL is committed to providing customers with the highest levels of
flight safety and quality in every aspect of its service as one of the
most preferred airlines in the world. The airline will continue to
embrace new challenges to deliver greater customer convenience,
enhance its international network, and continue to deliver delightful
experiences through their products and services.
For more information, please visit www.jal.com
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Airport GCEO Speaks

ERL Launches KLIA Ekspres App
and EkspreSmiles Loyalty Program

A corporate leader with diverse experience, he
is harnessing the latest technological advances
to spur Malaysia Airports to greater heights as a
smart aviation regional hub.

E

xpress Rail Link Sdn Bhd (ERL) forges
ahead to be at the forefront of cashless
solutions on public transport by
introducing its new KLIA Ekspres application
and EkspreSmiles loyalty program at a virtual
launch event officiated by the Minister of
Transport Malaysia on October 12, 2021.

This month, Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh
marshals his energy to steer its network of airports
in Malaysia for more interstate and international
travel in tandem with the National Recovery Plan’s
progress in getting over 90% of the country’s
adult population fully vaccinated. Spurred by the
sharp increase in domestic passenger movements
in September after the government’s successful
launch of the Langkawi travel bubble, the airport
operator will continue in its relentless efforts to
implement safety measures restoring air travel
confidence and to upgrade its facilities for an
enhanced and seamless travelling experience.
Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh
Group Chief Executive Officer (GCEO) of
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

I

am elated to share that our domestic
passenger movements in September
surged 74% while our domestic
aircraft traffic rose by about 20% from
August to more than 10,000 flights,
thanks largely to the government’s effort
to reopen Langkawi as a pilot destination
to encourage Malaysians to discover
gems of this legendary island.
Between its reopening date on 16
September until 29 September, we had
about 37,000 passenger movements.
This has enabled the total passenger
movements for Malaysia to increase 55%
to 458,000 passengers in September.
Meanwhile, our group’s total cargo
operations in September rose 24% to
about 726,800 metric tonnes from the
same period last year.
We also welcomed China Central
Longhao Airlines to the KL International
Airport with its tri-weekly service on
the Shenzhen-Kuala Lumpur route.
The entrance of this latest Chinese
cargo carrier validates the air cargo’s
increasing importance within the local
aviation landscape and our economic

recovery from the devastating Covid-19
pandemic.
With the lifting of interstate travel within
Malaysia on 18 October except for areas
under Enhanced Movement Control Order,
we saw increased traffic movements in
lieu of the public holiday the next day, a
strong testament of the pent-up demand for
domestic travel after months of prolonged
lockdown.
We welcome the government’s recent
decision to reduce the Surveillance and
Observation Order period for inbound
travellers from foreign countries to seven
and 10-days of quarantine depending on
their immunisation status from the earlier
14 days requirement.
The easing of such restrictions will be a
motivating factor for more travellers to
consider coming to our shores. Likewise,
the government’s decision to abolish the
MyTravelPass for overseas travel and allow
our local pilgrims to travel to Saudi Arabia
represents yet another boost for the air
travel industry.

Given that the meetings, incentives,
conventions and exhibitions (MICE) are now
allowed to be held face-to-face nationwide
involving those who have been fullyvaccinated, we expect more hybrid and
physical business events to pick up in the
months to come, which will encourage more
interstate air travel and economic activities
within the country.
While reiterating our commitment in hosting
joyful connections for all our passengers,
be it for business or leisure, we remain
conscious of heightening all the standard
operating procedures (SOPs) in order to
maintain a continuous and sustainable
recovery for our local aviation industry.
In view of the requirements for extra
documents or medical tests based on the
latest SOPs announced by the government,
different state governments and airlines
prior to arriving at the airport, we advise
our passengers to be present at least three
to four hours before their flight’s departure
time. We look forward to always welcoming
more of you back at our airports.

During the launch event on KLIA Ekspres
Facebook Live platform, YB Datuk Seri Dr. Ir.
Wee Ka Siong said, “The pandemic has been
a blessing in disguise in that there is now a
greater emphasis on going digital and going
cashless in our daily transactions, including
on public transport. ERL has been at the
forefront of cashless solutions for a while now.
ERL was the first rail service in Asia Pacific to
accept Visa contactless payment at their gates
in 2010, launched their mobile app in 2013
and now accepts almost all digital/e-wallets
at the counter and online. Their goals and
actions are certainly in line with our country’s
aspiration for a digital economy that will
benefit commuters and travellers alike.”

With the advancement of technology
over the years, we need to improve our
customers’ purchase and travel experience
by providing them better features and value
as well as rewarding them through our new
EkspreSmiles loyalty program. With the
easing of travel restrictions from this week,
more people can now travel for business,
work and leisure purposes so we hope the
launch is timely to get the public to travel
by public transport again and benefit from
this app.

The newly-upgraded KLIA Ekspres app allows
customers to buy their train tickets more
easily and explore better deals with features
such as “Lowest Fare First” and “Great
Value Recommendations”. With the new
EkspreSmiles loyalty program, customers can
sign up as a member and have a rewarding
travel experience as they earn EkspreSmiles
Points for every successful booking and
redeem them to enjoy better discounts on
future purchases.

In his remarks, YB Datuk Seri Dr. Ir. Wee
encouraged the travelling public to take
public transport with confidence and continue
practising the new norms as the nation
progresses to the next phase of the National
Recovery Plan.
For more information, please visit
www.KLIAekspres.com

During the launch campaign period
from October 12 to December 15,
2021, customers enjoyed double
points when they signed up as an
EkspreSmiles member as well as
enjoying double points for their
ticket purchases. The bonus points
were also earned when purchasing
packages and certain discounted
fares such as the popular Family
Package and Group Saver.
Noormah said, “Our goal was to
achieve 60% cashless transactions
last year but the pandemic
slowed down our progress.
Nevertheless, we now hope to
achieve this target by early next
year with the new app, and as
we work towards our business
recovery and approach our
20th year in service.” ERL’s
cashless usage is currently at
55%, a jump of 16 percentage
points in the last four years.

NOORMAH MOHD NOOR
Chief Executive Officer of ERL

Happy travelling!
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Aviation Interview with Julian Neo Poh Choon
Managing Director of DHL Express Malaysia and Brunei

Please share how DHL Express has continued to
play a leading role as a global logistics company
during the Covid-19 pandemic, especially in this
part of the world.
As a company with a global presence, pandemic scenarios
are an integral part of our continuous risk planning. Within
Deutsche Post DHL Group, we follow a holistic management
process that enables our divisions to ensure the best possible
operations for the communities we serve through rigorous
business continuity planning. The safety of both employees
and customers occupies top priority. We have a dedicated task
force that monitors the situation daily, coordinates with the
relevant authorities, and provides the necessary information
across all levels.
In managing our operational capacity and maintaining our
speed of service, the volatility of trade is part and parcel
of our day-to-day analysis and contingency planning. This
ensures our preparedness for peaks and troughs in the different
seasons of the changing market, including during this public
health crisis.
In the early days of the Movement Control Order (MCO) last
year, we took a hit in terms of transit time, but were able
to recover to optimal levels within a matter of days. We do
not take a one-size-fits-all approach towards our customers.
Instead, we address their specific individual circumstances,
needs and other considerations. We have developed a diverse
offering of tailored-made solutions ranging from frozen
perishables and modest fashion to next-day delivery of durians
between Malaysia and Hong Kong.

Having spent 21 years with the Deutsche Post DHL Group,
Julian Neo considers it as a family with his work-life fully
integrated with the people and professionals he works with.
Understandably, the group’s culture and values of “connecting
people, improving lives” have influenced how he lives his own
life. Viewing his career journey within the group as amazing,
equipping him with the opportunity to take up positions in
three different markets and getting involved in projects in three
others, the diverse exposure has served him well in his current
role which he assumed since February 2019. Besides being
blessed with great mentors within his company, the 49-year-old
Neo has also previously worked with Fuji Xerox, Hong Leong
Industries, Standard Chartered Bank and BMW Group.
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What is your flight network like in order to
cope with the exponential growth in shipment
volumes since the pandemic?
We have made a number of extensive investments in our global
network. Owing to growing demand for logistics expertise
resulting from the expanding item volumes in the e-commerce
market, DHL Express invested more than RM4.8 billion last
year in its global hub and gateway network as well as in new
aircraft.
We were the first to order 12 fully-electric Alice eCargo
planes in our drive towards zero-emissions logistics. Our
investments in alternative and sustainable engine technologies,
for example, electric and hydrogen fuel cell, have empowered
us, our customers, and our partners to significantly improve our
ecological footprint.

What is the market response
after your company’s recent
announcement of its annual price
adjustment averaging a 4.9%
increase effective 1 January 2022?
DHL Express adjusts its rates yearly, taking
into account local and international inflation
rates as well as currency dynamics which
affect all businesses besides administrative
costs related to regulatory and security
measures. Depending on local conditions,
price adjustments will vary from country to
country and will apply to all customers where
contracts allow. The adjustment also allows us
to further invest in the infrastructure network
and strengthen our resilience against crises
and provide the needed capacity growth due
to rising customer demands.

to be prevalent issues across the logistics
industry. Businesses will definitely start to
think more carefully about their supply chain
and how they can make it more resilient. For
example, by spreading production across
several regions instead of having just one
factory in one country to improve lead time
for their inventory.

Please share the expansion of
your hubs and gateways, including
the use of state-of-the art aircraft,
vehicles and other advanced
technological devices.
Our parent company Deutsche Post DHL
Group invested more than RM4.8 billion
globally to enhance our infrastructure and
network last year. In Malaysia, we invested
RM11.3 million on new additions to our
vehicle fleet. A cumulative RM7.4 million
went towards the overhaul of equipment
encompassing x-rays, courier and warehouse
scanners as well as and weighing appliances
in addition to the refurbishment of our 11
facilities nationwide.

Can you elaborate on the new
changes that will be taking place?
I foresee automation will claim a larger part
of our traditionally labour-intensive roles.
Non-customer facing tasks such as sorting
and warehousing are increasingly reallocated
to be controlled by programmable robotic
systems as well as artificial intelligence
(AI). Technologies deployed at DHL are
never meant as a replacement but rather to
complement our employees and increase our
operational efficiency. The aim is to ease our
staff’s workload in order to free them up for
less monotonous and manual tasks, granted
that knowledge, experience and instinct
cannot be replaced at the helm of our major
decisions.

Maintenance was not the sole item on our
agenda as our Seberang Prai (RM13 million)
and Kuala Lumpur Gateway (RM197.8
million) locations also moved to bigger
premises to cater to the growing communities’
needs. Through these upgrades, we ensure
sustained operational excellence so that we
can continue fulfilling our commitment of
connecting people and improving lives.
How do you view the prospects
for your industry in the next few
years?
While several countries are making efforts
towards economic recovery, trade lane
closures, reduced cargo availability, and
increased border processing times continue

Generally, a multi-pronged manufacturing
site strategy is a practical and rational supply
chain approach as it spreads risks and side
steps the potential pitfalls of supply chain
failures and uncertainties if all our eggs are in
one basket. Trade will play an important role
in the recovery once this is all over and as its
backbone, the logistics sector would be crucial
in ensuring the world keeps moving.

The prolonged period of restricted living
conditions has further skewed consumer
behaviour towards e-commerce compared
to brick-and-mortar businesses. The greater
demand for orders and speed may soon
eclipse the capability of online retailers,
thus presenting an opportunity for logistics
providers to include fulfilment in our portfolio.
We could also see higher concentration of
logistics activity catering to pharmaceuticals,
fast-moving consumer goods, non-perishable
foodstuffs and other sectors that have
remained relatively profitable throughout the
Covid-19 crisis.

What are the key elements that will
drive your company’s growth in the
fast-transforming digital era?
Digitalisation has always been one of the
top priorities of our business with Deutsche
Post DHL Group committing
billion until
2025 to step up transformational initiatives
designed to enhance customer and employee
experience as well as improve operational
performance across all divisions.
Efforts are underway to comprehensively
modernise our information technology
systems, integrate new capabilities and offer
staff targeted training. Global Centres of
Excellence are being established to centrally
develop key technologies like data analytics,
internet of things and autonomous vehicles for
logistics use.
In Malaysia, the Covid-19 outbreak and
subsequent MCOs have accelerated our
digitalisation journey. Where previously
a signature would be needed, we have
implemented contactless pickup and
delivery to mitigate infection risk. We
also successfully rolled out our WhatsApp
service, DHLontheGo, which allows shipment
booking, tracking and enquiry all through the
messaging app. Warmly welcomed among
our clientele, we expect them to be in demand
well beyond the crisis.
We have also deployed a new system
called the Advanced Quality Control Centre
(AQCC), which utilises the latest technologies
in AI, big data referencing and routing as
well as automated systems. AQCC provides
the capability to monitor in real-time 100%
of our shipments and movements efficiently.
Robotic process automation has also helped
us to streamline vital processes, automate
time-consuming repetitive tasks, and enabled
our teams to become more productive.
Work apart, how do you unwind
and what are the things that you
find joy in?
Two things that help me unwind are a good
holiday and time spent with loved ones.
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DESTINATION: HILLSCAPES
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
PHOTOS COURTESY OF TOURISM MALAYSIA

Given that Malaysia is situated in the equatorial region, we enjoy a tropical and humid climate all
year long as opposed to the four seasons that the European countries experience. While this means
that we don’t have to go through the hassle of changing garments every season or investing in both
heater and air-conditioning, every so often, it’s nice to seek respite somewhere with cooler weather.
Thankfully, our beautiful country is laden with highlands that give us a taste of cooler weather. Since
the state border restrictions have been lifted, it’s time to travel again.

FRASER’S HILL
Fraser’s Hill is one of the last hill stations of Malaysia, an imprint by former British colonial
masters. Tracing back to the 1890’s, the hill was founded by Louis James Fraser who opened
up a tin mine but mysteriously vanished in 1915. Fraser’s Hill was rediscovered in 1917 when
the bishop of Singapore went on a hunt for the man, providing suggestions for the area to be
developed into a hill station which was brought to fruition by the authorities. In the early 20th
century, Fraser’s Hill became an idyllic country retreat for British residents for the refreshing
mountain air and cooler temperatures. Quaint grey-stone bungalows were built around Fraser’s
Hill and many are still existent till today. The Fraser’s Hill experience starts with a picture at the
iconic clock tower, then take a pedalo out on Allan’s Water and continue with a walk along
Hemmant Trail. The Olde Smokehouse is a pleasant stop for lunch, afternoon tea or dinner.
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GENTING HIGHLANDS
The list of highlands in Malaysia wouldn’t be complete without the inclusion of one of the most popular and fun-filled spots — Genting
Highlands. Cold weather meets casino and various offerings here, which attract locals and international travellers alike. There is so much to
explore and experience at Genting Highlands, from its five-star hotels such as Crockfords Hotel to a plethora of F&B offerings, cinema, bowling
alley, snow world and many more. With the addition of the SkyAvenue mall, one can indulge in some retail therapy or take a cable car down
to the Genting Premium Outlets. Another recent attraction at Genting is the SkySymphony where spellbinding stories are told through a dynamic
transformation of 1,001 winch balls suspended from a four-storey high ceiling. It’s an extraordinary orchestra of audio, visual and motion
graphics programming.

BUKIT TINGGI

CAMERON HIGHLANDS

Set amid lush tropical rainforest at 2,500 feet above sea level
in Pahang and merely 45 minutes’ drive from Kuala Lumpur, the
Bukit Tinggi highlands provide a pleasant and refreshing break
from the hot and humid weather all year round. Its allure lies in its
picturesque offerings, from Colmar Tropicale — a French-themed
resort that reflects the beauty of the Alsace region of France, a
serene Japanese Village that could trick you into thinking you’re in
Japan to an Animal Park for your little munchkins. Whip out your
phones to digitalise the picturesque surrounds and be ready to
explore a smorgasbord of experiences.

Founded by British colonialist, Sir William Cameron, the classic
English architecture of the cottages converted into hotels, the cold
weather and the laidback lifestyle is reminiscent of an English
countryside. There are plenty of attractions here, from the sweeping
tea plantations that travel as far as the eyes can see, delightful
tea shops to enjoy homemade strawberry jam and scones to
basking in the lavender and rose gardens. For nature lovers and
adventure seekers, a trek through the Mossy Forest transports you
to a fantastical land where distinct plants and trees exclusive to the
region will amaze you.

LUXE HEALTH & BEAUTY

THE ESSENCE OF EARTH

FASHION
& BEAUTY
NEWS
All the must-knows
and must-haves of
the month
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Bvlgari introduces an addition to its Bvlgari Man Collection — the delicious-smelling Bvlgari
Man Terrae Essence (The Essence of Earth). The new fragrance is an immersion into the
magnificence of Earth, captured with candour and authenticity. The Terrae Essence emanates
earthy, woody notes with hints of zestiness conveying a delicious aroma of exoticity while
harnessing our authentic selves. There’s a welcomed richness to this perfume that is an
embodiment of the life-giving power of Earth in a woody vetiver scent. Taking inspiration from
the fertile Tuscan soil where nature’s life force courses through the terrain, expressed in its
rolling hills and cypress trees, flowers and land, the woody vetiver scent in this perfume is truly
reminiscent of the land. Encased in an amber and brown bottle as well as a travertine marbleinspired collar, the bottle in itself is beauty in its own right.

DIOR’S ADVENT CALENDAR
This holiday season, step into a luxuriant garden with a thousand
and one fanciful flowers: on the doorstep and behind the walls of
30 Avenue Montaigne, magic blooms within the Dior Atelier of
dreams. For the Dior Advent Calendar, artist Alice Shirley created
an enchanting floral world of midnight blue foliage and golden
winter buds that come to life like a stage performance when the
curtain rises. Between luminous petals and armfuls of extraordinary
flowers fly bees and butterflies as colourful as they are marvellous.
Open each of the 24 windows of the Advent Calendar one by one,
and discover a new Dior surprise to fill each day in December until
Christmas with magic and wonder.

MADE-TO-MEASURE COMPOSITIONS

INSTANT FACIAL RESULTS
PARK SEO JUN FOR SKECHERS
Skechers, The Comfort Technology Company™ and a global leader
in lifestyle and performance footwear, has announced Park Seo
Jun as its Regional Brand Ambassador for Singapore, Hong Kong,
Macau, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. In his newly-appointed
role, the well-acclaimed South Korean actor will front the 2021/22
campaigns of six key growth markets for Skechers. Park Seo Jun’s
first official appearance will be in the key campaign for Skechers
D’Lites 4.0 collection, one of the brand’s best-selling unisex styles
since its debut in 2007, as well as Stamina Airy, a lightweight,
super comfortable sneaker range with air-cooled memory foam
insole.
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OleHenrikson introduces its PHAT Glow Facial, Ole’s first one-step,
athome facial mask powered by polyhydroxy acids (PHAs). PHAs
work similar to AHAs to help even skin tone and texture through
chemical exfoliation, but are a plumper molecule. PHAT Glow
Facial’s PHA-packed formula smoothes, instantly brightens and
reduces the look of pores, fine lines, wrinkles, and dark spots for
flawless skin in a flash. It is also made with Nordic birch sap to
help deeply hydrate and nourish skin, pink bentonite clay to help
detoxify and clarify, chia seed oil to help plump skin with hydration,
and cotton extract to help condition skin. To use, simply massage
the mask on until it transforms from pink to white, leave it on for
10-15 minutes, then rinse off. This age-fighting facial mask instantly
exfoliates and illuminates skin with no downtime, so you can glow
and go.

At the Chloé Atelier des fleurs, you compose your personalised
fragrance the same way you select your favourite blossoms to
create a bouquet at a flower shop. Each perfume in the collection
asserts a single floral, aromatic or woody scent. Thus, they can
be worn on their own like a corsage or blended to compose
endless combinations. The collection, already comprising twelve
fragrances, makes way for three new scents created by some of
the greatest names in perfumery. These inspired perfumers drew on
their olfactory memories to compose unique aromatic interpretations
of their favourite flowers. Since its launch, Atelier des fleurs has
exemplified Chloé’s pursuit of natural ingredients and authenticity
through botanical names and plant-based ingredients. The story
continues today in the same spirit. Formulated in full transparency,
the three new scents constitute a breakthrough: they are 100%
natural origin fragrances, their flowers (Ylang-ylang, Narcissus
and Iris) are responsibly grown, and their packaging has been
redesigned with a reduced environmental impact.

EXCALIBUR HURACÁN
Start your engines for the new Roger Dubuis Excalibur Huracán.
Redressed in Ceramic composite fibre (CCF), racing style just
reached the next level with the debut of this striking frosty white
case. Powered by an automatic RD630 calibre, the 45-mm
diameter. Excalibur Huracán channels the same exhilarating blend
of performance and lightness as its motoring namesake. Taking
strong visual cues from which the Lamborghini Huracán is based,
the timepiece is imbued with signature racing design codes. While
the hexagonal dashboard of the Lamborghini Huracán is reflected
in the timepiece, the twin barrels and a 12° tilted balance wheel
represent the movement signature associated with Lamborghini
Squadra Corse. Imbued with a further technical feat, the Excalibur
Huracán glows by night as the Maison’s obsession with light and
luminescence shines through with both the upper flange and hands
filled with Super-Luminova.
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BEAUTY PRODUCT

NOVEMBER
BEAUTY FAVOURITES
Products You Need in Your Beauty Arsenal
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

LOVITT COLLECTION
Kate Spade has launched its Lovitt Collection for fall 2021. Expect a play with a mix of prints grounded alongside graphic colours
and new neutrals. Every style has animation and unexpected details, and reimagined core silhouettes. They have focussed on weaving
core brand codes for fall across the collection with an eclectic, vibrant, and full of interesting characters. Debuting this season is Lovitt,
a polished top-handle shoulder bag that is available in two distinct sizes. Lovitt features a smaller, more delicate evolution of the iconic
spade hardware. It comes in smooth, softly grained and croc-embossed leathers as well as in an array of vibrant colours. The Lovitt
collection is available now at all Kate Spade New York boutiques in Malaysia and online at katespade.com

ICONIC TRIPLE STITCH SNEAKER

HOLIDAY LOOK

The iconic Triple Stitch Sneaker by Zegna makes progressive
strides forward with a contemporary new spectrum of colours and
materials, now including a #UseTheExistingTM version. Reducing
Zegna’s ecological footprint, this #UseTheExistingTM sneaker is the
next step in Zegna’s legacy of sustainability and continual evolution.
Encompassing the brand’s green vision for the future, the two leading
paths of Zegna’s #UseTheExistingTM project are applied within this
updated and new version of the Triple Stitch Sneaker featuring a soft
wool upper made from recovered 14MILMIL14 fibres, threads and
fabrics from all phases of the production process. Meanwhile, the
lining and sole are constructed from partially recycled cotton and
rubber, stepping closer towards Zegna’s goal to make the dream of
zero waste possible.

To celebrate the holiday season, Peter Philips, Creative and
Image director for Dior Makeup, pays tribute to the House of Dior
by playing with the stylistic codes of the prestigious 30 avenue
Montaigne facade, peppering its festive touches throughout the
collection. To celebrate the holiday season, Dior has created an
elegant and festive limited edition of its iconic makeup palette, 5
Couleurs Couture. A delicate engraving of the emblematic facade
of the House of Dior adorns these two unprecedented* eyeshadow
harmonies. Atelier Doré gives pride of place to tones structured
around a warm gold, while House of Dreams features shades of
scintillating silver. Dress up your eyes with the five high-colour and
long-wear eyeshadows in the two 5 Couleurs Couture makeup
palettes. The signature Dior shades are available in velvet, matte
and satiny finishes.
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DERMALOGICA
Clear Start Breakout Clearing Foaming Wash
Taking care of your skin is even more vital now than ever before as
our new norm involves wearing masks for extended periods of time.
Skin experts believe that skin health is more important than beauty,
and that education is paramount in any skincare journey. Enter the
Dermalogica Clear Start — a skincare line dedicated to targeting
blemish-prone and oily skin. The Dermalogica
Clear Start Breakout Clearing Foaming Wash clears away the
build-up of dead skin cells, dirt and excess oil to treat and prevent
breakouts.
RM149

DR DENNIS GROSS
Merry Smooth and Bright
To welcome the festive season and help kickstart your gift shopping,
Dr. Dennis Gross launched its exclusive holiday sets that are not only
gorgeous to look at, but also perfectly paired and curated to meet
your skin’s desires. The Merry Smooth and Bright is an exclusive
holiday kit featuring the skincare brand’s FDA-approved LED device
SpectraLite™ FaceWare Pro, full-size Texture Renewal Serum, a
full-size Triple Correction Eye Serum, plus five treatments of the iconic
Alpha Beta® Extra Strength Daily Peel. What you can expect from this
advanced age-defying and complexion-clearing regimen. is building
of collagen, evened out tone and texture, and improvement in the look
of lines, wrinkles and blemishes.
RM2550

GUCCI BEAUTY
Cushion De Beauté
Add elegance to the everyday regime with Cushion De Beauté, Gucci
Beauty’s first cushion foundation. An ideal on-the-go beauty tool,
it offers an ultra-caring hydrating formula and a luminous finish.
Debuting in six shades, the new foundation is encased within a
refillable packaging, which features distinctive motifs of the House
designed by Alessandro Michele. Cushion De Beauté is a luminous
and uniquely caring cushion foundation, formulated with SPF, antipollution and anti-blue light properties. Lightweight and moisturising,
the foundation blends seamlessly into the skin and provides buildable
coverage. Marvel at the unique lion design as you complete the
morning routine, or while touching up throughout the day.
RM275

DR JART
Cicapair Heroes Set
Tired of your sensitive skin? Fear not, for Dr.Jart+ is here to rescue.
Designed to target redness and sensitivity as well as to help heal
damage and irritation, the Cicapair is the go-to for sensitive skin.
The all-new Heroes Set features three of their best-selling products
from the range —Cicapair Calming Gel Cream, Cicapair Serum and
Cicapair Re-Cover SPF 40/PA+++ CC Cream. It’s everything your
sensitive skin needs in one power-packed box.
RM220
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LUXE SHOPPING
BALENCIAGA
Panelled stretchponte mini skirt
RM3,848

BALENCIAGA
Oversized
asymmetric padded
denim jacket
RM 6,026

BALENCIAGA
Embroidered cottonjersey T-shirt
RM1,716

CELINE HOMME
Dylan Jeans
RM3,176

CELINE HOMME
Logo-Print Shell-Twill
Bomber Jacket
RM9,018

CELINE HOMME
3cm Leopard-Print Canvas Belt
RM1,219

BOTTEGA
VENETA
Leather knee
boots
RM7,404

CELINE HOMME
Ranger Leather Boots
RM5,473

BALENCIAGA
Megazip leather tote
RM9,523

LUXE LAYER

BOMBER JACKETS

Cosy up for the new season
with these jackets

Look your best this winter season and
feel snug in these designer jackets

ISABEL MARANT
Dicochia pleated
cotton-twill shorts
RM2,132

SAINT LAURENT
Teddy Leather-Trimmed Virgin
Wool-Blend Bomber Jacket
RM8,344

BOTTEGA VENETA
Wool Rollneck Sweater
RM3,717

PHILOSOPHY
DI LORENZO
SERAFINI
Cropped cableknit wool sweater
RM1,920
ISABEL MARANT
Dipauline faux fur-lined
denim jacket
RM2,990
ISABEL
MARANT
Lestany
crinkled-leather
knee boots
RM4,656
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VALENTINO
Garavani Roman Stud small
leather shoulder bag
RM11,669

SAINT LAURENT
SL/06 Court Classic LogoEmbroidered Leather Sneakers
RM2,210

M.COHEN
Burnished Sterling Silver
Chain Bracelet
RM1,725

SAINT LAURENT
Slim-Fit Tapered
Distressed Denim
Jeans
RM2,729
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LUXE LIFESTYLE

THE

Luxe REPORT
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Iconic Land Rover Defender
Jaguar Land Rover Malaysia (JLRM) has launched the latest model of the iconic Defender. Completely redesigned and reengineered, the new
Land Rover Defender is the toughest and ultimate 4x4 vehicle for overland adventures. It combines off-road ability with toughness to create the
ultimate dual-purpose vehicle through delivery of a practical technology and a functional design for everyday city driving. Named the 2021
World Car Design of the Year, the new Defender features a distinctive silhouette that makes it instantly recognisable, with minimal front and
rear overhangs providing class-leading ground clearance, breakover, approach and departure angles. Land Rover’s designers re-envisioned
familiar Defender trademarks, giving the 4x4 a purposeful upright stance and Alpine light windows in the roof, while retaining the side-hinged
rear tailgate and externally mounted spare wheel that makes the original so identifiable.

The Odyssey Experience

Unleash Your Curiosity
There are no strangers when you travel, only friends you
haven’t met yet. W Hotels Worldwide, part of Marriott
International, today announced an exciting collaboration
with LUXE City Guides – to curate a series of print and
digital travel guides packed with insider information for
W Hotels guests in nine W Hotels destinations including
Bali, Bangkok, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Osaka,
Shanghai, Singapore, Suzhou and Xi’an. The look of
the W Hotels LUXE City Guide is influenced by Spring/
Summer 2022 trends, with fabulous, eye-catching
colours and layouts brimming with the know-how of a
savvy local pal. The W Hotel LUXE City Guide provides
a plethora of quick, to-the-point travel tips in a 24-hour
timeline format, including where to go, what to see and
which eateries are not to be missed in each destination.
The guide taps into the W brand’s DNA by inspiring
guests to connect with each city and culture through the
approaches of great music, design, fashion and FUEL –
the brand’s unique take on wellness.
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Best Upscale Hotel
On the cusp of its first anniversary, The Hari Hong Kong is delighted to be awarded
the “Best Upscale Hotel” at the 17th Annual HD Awards, organised by Hospitality Design
magazine - the premier trade outlet and voice for the hospitality design industry. Opened
in December 2020, The Hari Hong Kong injects modern luxury and social dynamism
into the district, bridging the commercial pulse of Causeway Bay and the creative design
scene of Wan Chai. The Hari Hong Kong, like its sister property in Belgravia, London,
is built around a heritage of impeccable hospitality bestowed by the Harilela family. The
Hari creates a refined and personal guest experience by paying attention to every detail,
no matter how small.

Understanding just how much atmosphere
can affect one’s gastronomic experience,
Hennessy X.O presents The Odyssey
Experience. Partnering with esteemed
local eateries, the brand seeks to take its
consumers on a journey of self-discovery
while enjoying Hennessy X.O by means of an
elevated dine-in experience. Hennessy has
curated a special guide to help you navigate
The Odyssey Experience and ensure that
you get the best out of your personalised
journey. Redeem your experience by joining
the InnerClub and purchasing bottles of
Hennessy X.O on Shopee to collect points that
can be redeemed for a dine-in experience
that includes two glasses of Hennessy X.O
in selected partnering restaurants.You can
indulge in a sensational dine-in escapade
in participating restaurants spread across
Klang Valley, Ipoh, Johor Bahru and
Penang. In Klang Valley, visit Skillet, Rare,
Flour and Grand Imperial to enjoy a grand
dining affair. If you are based in Ipoh, you
can dine-in with Hennessy at Rewine, Sun
Lee Hou Fook and STG. In Johor Bahru and
Penang, enjoy the experience at Rowan &
Parsley and Gēn, respectively.
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LUXE AUTOMOBILE

PORSCHE TAYCAN

SUSTAINABILITY MADE STYLISH

Porsche debuted into the EV market with its impressive Taycan,
featuring incredible acceleration – 0-62mph (0-100kph) in 2.4 seconds
– as well as aggressive power. The Taycan is uncompromising and
perfect for everyday driving. Striking proportions, timeless and with
an instantly recognisable design. A spacious interior and two luggage
compartments, provide comfort and convenience for four. Whether you
opt for the 4S, Turbo, or Turbo S, you’ll find that the Taycan is delightfully
reminiscent of other cars from Porsche’s line, with its sleek, sinuous look.

The Best Luxury Electric Cars in the World
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The future of the automotive industry is clear and focused — It’s going green. Today, more and more
luxury auto manufacturers are adding luxurious, powerful, all-electric cars to their repertoire. No
longer do you have to consider whether you’d like to be comfortable – or sustainable; to go fast or
have a low environmental impact. Now, you can have both.

TESLA MODEL X
The Tesla Model X, an ultra-utilitarian SUV with practical features and
luxurious details marries the best of both worlds: sustainability – in
an inherently usable model with a high-tech cabin; a long range and
enough roomy seating for seven people. With elements of Tesla’s goto flashy design and fun perks like the infamous Tesla ‘Ludicrous Mode’
(which enables a 0-60mph/0-100kph acceleration in 2.7 seconds), this
Tesla is certainly the most fun large electric vehicle in the market. More
examples of this flair are exhibited in the Falcon doors, the self-driving
features, seemingly-omniscient sensors, and even the simple yet suave
nature of the smooth ride offered by the Model X.

BMW I4
The aerodynamically optimised silhouette of the BMW i4 is an
extension of the classic BMW Coupé proportions. A long wheelbase
with short overhangs and a flowing roofline define its sporty, elegant
lines. Inside, the very sleek and flat instrument panel sets the tone for
the modern appearance of the BMW i4’s interior. The high centre
console provides a sporty feel and defines a separate area for the
driver and front passenger. The production of the BMW i4 is always
sustainable and uses green energy exclusively. In addition, its highperformance battery was designed to completely avoid rare earth
metals. The best thing, however, is that you are always on the road
with zero local emissions when driving the BMW i4.

RIVIAN R1S
The Tesla Model X isn’t the only electric SUV that can seat seven passengers. Rivian’s second production vehicle, the R1S, seeks to unseat Tesla’s
all-electric SUV with this powerful off-road vehicle. The cabin of the R1S is a warm and inviting place to gather. With durable materials, versatile
seating and abundant storage, it’s built for whatever might happen when people do memorable things in memorable places. From city streets to
far-off trails, explore all types of terrain through all kinds of weather. Whatever adventure means to you, R1S is ready for it. Drive through 3+ feet
of water. Rock crawl at a 100% grade. Traverse just about any terrain with 14.9 inches of ground clearance. With a 0-60 mph time in as quick as
3 seconds depending on your tyre selection, it also delivers the on-road handling of a sports car.

TESLA MODEL S PLAID

AUDI Q4 E-TRON

The newest Tesla Model S: The Plaid comes with an upgraded range, heightened power, and incredible acceleration for a luxury electric vehicle –
0-100kph in less than two seconds. With front and rear trunks and fold-flat seats, Model S is a luxury car where you can fit your bike without taking
the wheel off, and your luggage too. In addition, up to 10 teraflops of processing power enables in-car gaming on-par with today’s newest consoles.
Wireless controller compatibility lets you game from any seat. With the longest range and quickest acceleration of any electric vehicle in production,
Model S Plaid is the highest performing sedan ever built. Both Long Range and Plaid powertrains, with updated battery architecture, are capable
of back-to-back, consistent 1/4 mile runs.

Meet the first-ever Audi Q4 e-tron®, the all-electric SUV that supports what drives you. Designed to merge performance and practicality, the Q4
e-tron puts luxury electric driving firmly within your reach. Utilising Volkswagen’s MEB modular electric vehicle platform – one that’s well-known to
be meticulously engineered – this EV will give other luxury electric SUVs a run for their money. That race will likely be a quick one: the Audi Q4
e-tron can reach a top speed of 111 mph, or 180 kph, and accelerate from 0-60mph (or 0-100kph) in 6.3 seconds. This crossover has an 82.0kWh battery, a respectable range of 280 miles and comfortable seating for four adults. Along with this 2021 model, Audi will introduce an electric
SUV, sedan and a Sportback version of this model.
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LUXE TRAVEL

Marbella Club

BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS

Marbella, Spain
Set by the shore on the Golden Mile, this legendary hotel’s lustre hasn’t faded one bit, with
genteel service befitting its royal pedigree, retro-chic rooms and debonair dining. Marbella
Club is a luxury hotel in Marbella by the beach rich in traditions that embraces the Andalusian
spirit, nurturing the important things in life, family, community, laughter and togetherness. The
rooms and suites at this hotel are stylish living spaces with considerately composed interiors
that remind you ‘home’ isn’t simply a place — it’s a feeling. Each has a private terrace
blending seamlessly with the indoors.

Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on their own. Here are some that are
currently on top of our wander list.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

marbellaclub.com/

Aman Venice
Venice, Italy

Cap Estel
Côte D’azur, France
On a secluded peninsula snaking out into the Med, Cap Estel’s gated mansion
is a shot of Riviera glam amid the azure. From the moment you pass through the
entrance gates and drive along the tree-lined road winding slowly down through
the hillside gardens to the main building, you will sense that you are in a very
special place. Le Cap forms the main mansion building, built originally in 1899,
but extensively renovated and modernised in 2003. It offers accommodation
on four floors, ranging from two penthouse suites on the upper two floors with
spacious private terraces, to de luxe double rooms on the lower floors. The larger
suites can be broken up into separate rooms, sharing a private lounge.

capestel.com/en/cap-estel.html

Il Sereno
Lake Como, Italy
Bringing new meaning to luxury and modern design, Il Sereno
Hotel breathes fresh air into the iconic bucket list item, that is
Lake Como. The award-winning designer, Patricia Urquiola has
combined the natural ambience of the surrounding environment
with comfort and luxury, resulting in a design that embodies all
spectrum of luxurious accommodation. The hotel features just 40
lake front suites, each with grand high ceilings and just steps
away from the waterfront. The spectacular lake views and private
furnished terraces make for an exceptional holiday experience.
Suites range in size from a generous 600 sq ft to The Penthouse
at 2,150 sq ft, which includes an expansive private terrace and
garden.

The Royal
Crescent Hotel
and Spa

Set in one of the city’s eight monumental
palazzos on the Grand Canal, Aman Venice
embodies all that is sumptuous and sensuous
about La Serenissima. Contemporary
furnishings complement authentic silk wall
coverings, chandeliers, wood panelling,
chinoiserie and painted ceilings. The
Coccina’s Apartment, named after a
family of affluent traders and seafarers
who moved to Venice from Bergamo in the
mid-16th century and built the Palazzo.
Designed by architect Giangiacomo Dei
Grigi, a follower of Sansovino, in 1550, it is
perfect for families or close friends wanting
a private piece of the city. The timeless
design and décor of the apartment includes
works by several of Italy’s greatest artists
including frescoes and reliefs, reflecting the
rich history behind Venice’s evolving artwork
and architecture.
www.aman.com/hotels/aman-venice

Bath, United Kingdom
The Royal Crescent Hotel and Spa is an iconic sanctuary in the city set in an acre of glorious gardens. It has a sensational spa for a blissful
escape and beautiful bedrooms, each uniquely designed with spectacular views. Every inch of the hotel is underpinned by impeccable service,
delivered by staff dedicated to making your stay unforgettable. Sitting in the centre of the famous crescent street, the hotel epitomises English
elegance – a neoclassical delight inside and out. Combining modern elegance with traditional character and charm, the hotel offers spectacular
views from most windows. Request a floor-to-ceiling view of the historic Royal Crescent lawns or a room overlooking the secluded gardens.
royalcrescent.co.uk/

serenohotels.com/property/il-sereno/
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# PERGOLAS
When the sun is out, seek shade under
a pergola. These canopy-style structures,
which top the list of 2021 garden trends,
are usually installed on patios or in part of
a landscape that is directly adjacent to a
home. A pergola can add definition to your
backyard. You can create an entertainment
lounge or a dining area, which is profound,
especially if you do not have a deck or
patio. If you want a definite purpose in
your outdoor area, a pergola is the perfect
solution.

# OUTDOOR TILES
Outdoor tiles can be laid directly
onto grass, gravel or sand. And of
course, they can help decorate many
a nearby façade. Just as inside your
home, you can opt for manmade
tiles or real stone versions for the
exterior. Natural stone is generally
the more expensive option, but if you
want its inherent pattern and colour
variations and the knowledge that
each tile is unique, it’s the option to
invest in.

POPULAR GARDEN TRENDS FOR 2021
Birdbaths, Garden Bar, Outdoor Tiles and More
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The pandemic has brought about a paradigm shift in several areas of our lives,
including a profound appreciation for the home. And while the heart of any house
is arguably its kitchen, the soul of any sprawling space is truly the garden—site of
outdoor soirées, private tea parties, and now, Zoom happy hours. Following are
the top garden trends of 2021.
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# GARDEN CUM OFFICE
There’s nothing better than a workfrom-garden setup. Zoom calls set
to the soundtrack of birdsongs?
We’ll take it—so long as the WiFi
connection is strong enough. Take
an Australian singer-songwriter
Troye Sivan’s backyard getaway
in Melbourne, for example, which
has plenty of cosy nooks to get the
laptop in and start working.

# BIRDBATH
A lush green garden should attract
homeowners and wildlife alike. Not only
do birdbaths create the perfect place for
the little chirpers, but they also double as
great garden accessories. There are lots of
bird baths available today, and in general,
you’ll want to choose one that’s the right
size for your local bird species and easy for
you to clean and maintain. While classic
bird baths have a freestanding pedestal
design, you can also find options that hang
from trees or can be mounted to a railing on
your deck. There are even heated models
for year-round use, as well as fountains to
create a soothing ambiance in your yard.
# GARDEN SCULPTURE
For an artistic impact, a stately sculpture
or ceramic creation can do wonders. A
well-placed garden ornament can highlight
certain parts of the garden and break up
the monotony to create extra interest. Focal
points such as statues, garden sculptures,
planting pots and seating areas should fit
in with the overall design and layout of the
garden. There is no such thing as choosing
the ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ statue for your garden
as at the end of the day, it all comes down
to your own personal taste. The only guiding
principle is that your choice of sculpture
should complement and enhance the rest of
your garden design.
# GARDEN BENCH
If you’ve got the seating right, you’ve
got the garden right. A good bench can
add character to a space and acts as a
functional perch. An outdoor bench can
be used as a great chill-out area or place
to study weather permitting. Every garden
needs a focal point, just like the eye needs
a focal point in the living room in order to
make sense of the space. Using a garden
bench in the garden as the focal point
makes for a natural place for the eye to
rest. It enhances the garden, pulling it all
together.
# RAISED GARDEN BEDS
Elevated garden beds help section off parts
of the garden for different plants. They also
protect plants from being eaten by wildlife.
“Raised garden beds” received 2,680,500
annual hits in Google search volume,
155,559 Instagram posts and 1,400,000
TikTok hashtag views.
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BEYOND SARTORIAL
STATEMENTS

# FRAME YOUR SCARVES AND FLAT STUFF
Fashion is all about aesthetics so what is a scarf but a silk-printed
work of art? Whether it’s a vintage Hermès or a contemporary
piece by an up and coming designer, silk scarves don’t just look
great draped across your neck or body, when framed, they can
also serve as beautiful wall art and conversation pieces. While it’s
recommended to leave it to a professional framer to do up these
valuable beauties, you can make it a pretty straightforward DIY
project. All you need is a picture frame, a garment steamer and
some patience.

Using Fashion and Accessories as Home Decor
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

As fashion and jewellery are progressively boisterous and more beautiful, they can deliver
more than a sartorial statement. These pieces are ideations of a designer’s creativity and
their perception of the world, given shape and form by excellent craftsmanship. It’s only
right to not only don them, but display them for the work of art they are, in their own
right. Approach fashion like an art form, and you’d find a whole new world of interior
decor options opens up to you. Read on for tips to give your home that extra panache.

And while you’re at it, you can frame other textile garments that
you find appealing as well. Sports aficionados have long acquired
the art of framing up their jerseys, you can steal their idea for, say,
a vintage Comme des Garçons shirt or Chanel jackets. Fold T-shirts
over a sturdy frame backing or display them in a deep frame with
some smart pin placements and cut-to-size cardboard. Alternatively,
you can turn to Amazon for its plethora of shirt display cases that
are mostly on sale, such as T-shaped versions by Umbra.
store paper and magazines. Underneath the worktop two drawers
open with the aid of a small leather handle with metal GA logo
detail. The drawers feature wooden guide rails, which allow more
height to the inside of the drawer.

# TREAT ACCESSORIES AS ARTWORK
Your designer shoes and handbags are works of art in their own right so who’s to say it isn’t a sculpture of some sort? Instead of
hiding them away in a closet, display your proud fashion possessions on your mantelpiece or bookshelf as you would any other
artwork. You can use your eye of creativity and place them with other embellishments or elevate them further as objets d’art by
mounting them on display stands or in clear display cases.
If you’re one who loves elaborate designer headpieces such as the whimsical fascinators by British hat designer Philip Treacy, they
create work which in aesthetics are akin to an ikebana arrangement when displayed on one of those glass heads and this serves
perfectly as a distinctive artwork and they’ll never wilt. Similarly, the metal display stands often used to showcase tribal jewellery in
a museum or gallery can just as well be utilised for a bold contemporary piece, like funky rope-and-stone necklaces or any boisterous
jewellery pieces you own.

KEEP AND EYE OUT FOR FASHION-FURNITURE CROSSOVER
As the world of fashion and furniture collide when designers bring their trademark aesthetics from the catwalk
to the living room, famed fashion heavyweights such as Fendi and Missoni have long led the way and
established themselves as homeware brands. The realm of furniture takes on a new fashion aesthetic as Gucci
translates its nostalgia-tinged prints into jacquard-woven room dividers and velvet armchairs embroidered with
its signature tiger designs. Another instance of this is Louis Vuitton who collaborates with interior designers
for its yearly Objets Nomades collection, where they dole out limited-edition furniture pieces. You can dress
your living room like an über-stylish Italian with Marni’s multifaceted woven PVC baskets, chairs, and cushion
covers.
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HAUTE HOMEWAR
Luxury, At Home
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

# VERSACE HOME

# GUCCI DECOR

Bring a touch of glamour to any interior with the selection of Versace
home accessories. From iconic bathrobes and bedding to luxury
tableware and cushions, one can bring opulent Italian style to any space.
Founded in 1978, Versace is one of the leading international fashion
design houses and a symbol of Italian luxury worldwide. Add a touch of
opulence to any room of the home with the La Scala del Palazzo vase
from Versace. Inspired by the Palazzo Versace in Milan, this striking
vase is adorned with an intricately detailed architectural design that is
enriched by elegant green and gold tones. Pair it with complementing
accessories from the collection to create a luxurious setting.

Gucci’s new homeware collection, available on its official website and
in boutiques worldwide, is an eccentric ode to entertaining as the world
joyfully re-embraces the dinner party. Its plateware, from dessert dishes
to chargers, crafted by Ginori 1735 (the storied Florentine ceramicist
the brand bought in 2013) is adorned in a series of signature motifs
like its surrealist “Star Eye”. The boisterous motifs extends to their
furniture, evident with the Gucci’s Wood Chair with Embroidered Bee,
crafted from wood and has a lacquered bordeaux finish. The upholstery
features Gucci’s Herbarium print—a whimsical Toile de Jouy design of
cherry branches, leaves and flowers, inspired by a vintage fabric—and
is embroidered with the Gucci bee and the phrase “Loved”. The intricate
motifs are embroidered and then hand-applied, a process that takes
approximately 10 hours to complete. Brass nail heads detail the edges
of the cushion.

# RALPH LAUREN HOME
The Ralph Lauren brand has long
embodied the notion of living life
to the full and has become globally
synonymous with luxury, quality
and iconic American style.
Explore the distinctive collection
of Ralph Lauren bed linens and
towels, as well as elegant gifts
and home accessories designed to
evoke timeless beauty within any
room. Welcome Ralph Lauren’s
impeccable eye for luxury into
your boudoir with the Langdon
bedlinen
collection,
defined
by lustrous finishes and divine
textures that unite to bring warmth
and softness to any home. Crafted
in smooth sateen with an indulgent
625 thread count, every element
of the design perfectly comes
together to create a beautiful,
boutique hotel aesthetic.
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# ARMANI/CASA
The Armani/Casa aesthetic philosophy focuses on simple lines and
perfect proportions, enriched by precious materials, refined finishes
and elegant textiles. The distinctive style incorporates a harmonious
combination of different inspirations and design codes to form a
sophisticated atmosphere. Each limited and individually-numbered piece
signed by Mr. Armani offers a display object that is both fully functional
and pleasing to the eye, featuring excellent craftsmanship, high-quality
materials and a meticulous attention to detail. For example, the Jolie
table is of clean lines and beautiful aesthetics. Featuring minimal lines
with hints of the Thirties, Jolie is a two-drawer desk with wooden structure
and leather top. It is equipped on each side with pockets conceived to
store paper and magazines. Underneath the worktop, two drawers open
with the aid of a small leather handle with metal GA logo detail. The
drawers feature wooden guide rails, which allow more height to the
inside of the drawer.

# ROBERTO CAVALLI
Famed for luxury craftsmanship and unapologetic glamour, the
Roberto Cavalli home collection brings together a distinctive range of
soft furnishings, tableware and elegant gifts. Explore luxury linens,
cushions, slippers, glassware and stunning tea and coffee cups, all styled
in Roberto Cavalli’s iconic patterns and motifs. Make a statement with
this Azulejos tableware from Roberto Cavalli. Beautifully crafted from
fine bone china, it is crisp white in colour and adorned with an intricate
blue pattern. A welcome addition to your china collection, it adds a
sense of occasion to everyday dining.
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BAGS OF STYLE
Check out luxurious must-have bags that headline our edit of chic,
perennially-stylish shoulder and crossbody bags

BOTTEGA VENETA
Cassette Padded Intrecciato
Bottega Veneta increases the proportions of its iconic intrecciato weave for
its ‘Cassette’ bag. It’s made with padded double-face nappa strips in an
orthogonal weave pattern that opens to a mid-sized interior and zip pocket.
Its shoulder strap folds into the bag for the option to carry in-hand.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

LOEWE
Puzzle Mini Colour-Block
The Puzzle bag’s innovative cuboid shape is meticulously handcrafted to create a
supple yet distinctively geometric silhouette. The Puzzle bag is the debut bag for Loewe
by creative director Jonathan Anderson. A cuboid shape and precise cutting technique
create Puzzles’ distinctive geometric lines. This smaller version is crafted in contrasting
calfskin.

SAINT LAURENT
Monogram Hobo Bag
Saint Laurent’s shoulder bag has a sleek,
minimal silhouette that calls to mind the
coveted ‘90s style. Made in Italy from
cream leather, it’s adorned with the
house’s signature ‘YSL’ plaque and has
plenty of space for your phone, keys and
cardholder.

CHLOÉ

GUCCI

Marcie Mini Textured
Chloe’s ‘Marcie’ bag features so
many of the label’s hallmarks, from
the saddle silhouette to the bohemian
tassels. This mini version is made
from textured leather with just enough
space inside for your wallet, cell
phone and sunglasses, and has a tabfastening front flap so you can access
them easily. It’s finished with signature
equestrian-style stitching and an
embossed logo.

Horsebit 1955 Mini
Petite versions of the Gucci Horsebit
1955 add a hybrid twist to the
vintage-inspired line. Enriched with two
different shoulder straps, the mini bag’s
character transforms from understated
elegance with a tonal leather strap to
a strong logo feel, thanks to a red and
green web option. The accessory is
presented in monogram canvas with a
brown leather trim.

GIVENCHY
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN
Skull Croc-Effect Clutch
A grinning skull with twinkling crystal
eyes adds signature Gothic charm to a
croc-embossed bag that can be carried
in hand or with its gleaming chain strap.
Alexander McQueen’s bag is tipped with
a skull emblem, a memento mori that
dates back to the namesake founder. It’s
made from tactile croc-effect leather in
an emerald hue that gleams beautifully
across the scales.
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BALENCIAGA
Hourglass Small
Balenciaga’s ‘Hourglass’ bags are inspired by the label’s sculptural blazers. This
version has been crafted in Italy from smooth leather and detailed with a brushed
silver ‘B’ at the front flap. The interior has multiple card slots, a zipped compartment
and a handy pocket for your phone or keys. Detach the strap to hold it as a clutch.

4G Small
Givenchy’s ‘4G’ bag is
destined to become a classic
that you’ll reach for time and
again. It’s made from sand
leather and adorned with
silver hardware. Tuck the strap
in to carry yours as a boxy
clutch.
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# WHAT IS DERMAPLANING?
Dermaplaning is a short, in-office or spa procedure
that resembles getting your face shaved. The purpose
of it is to exfoliate the skin and remove small, fine baby
hairs, also known as vellus hairs, so your face glows
and feels softer. To be specific, dermaplaning uses a
sharp No. 10 surgical blade (a larger, fatter surgical
blade) held at a 45-degree angle with delicate,
feathering strokes to gently scrape the outer layer of
the skin which consists of dull dead skin cells.

DERMAPLANING 101
All The Need-To-Knows Simplified
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Dermaplaning has exploded in popularity recently thanks to its allure of ridding of facial hair
and creating a baby soft face and smoother base for foundation. Dermaplaning is an exfoliating
treatment that involves gently scraping the surface of your skin with a surgical scalpel.
Even though it sounds like yet another beauty treatment with too-good-to-be-true results,
dermaplaning is actually one of the most effective dermatologist-backed solutions for dealing
with dull skin.
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# THE PROS AND CONS
On the one hand, removal of vellus hair or peach
fuzz can allow make-up to sit more smoothly, give
skin more of a light refraction and glow as it is also
essentially creating an exfoliation as well as hair
removal. The removal also benefits women who are
quite self-conscious about their facial fuzz, particularly
if it spans most of the lower cheek. Your skin will feel
seriously smooth and look super even, thanks to a solid
exfoliation. Still, this treatment isn’t exactly a wonderful
cure for your skin. While some experts are curious
about whether or not dermaplaning could improve
how well creams and serums are absorbed into the
skin, its effect on product absorption isn’t 100% clear.
But if you’re simply looking for a great exfoliating
treatment and want something manual versus chemical
(like a face peel), the procedure is a good alternative
that works well for all skin types.
Dermaplaning is safe for virtually everyone. However,
you should avoid it if you have a tan, sunburn, active
acne, a flaring rosacea breakout, or an inflammatory
skin condition such as eczema or psoriasis, as the
procedure can worsen these issues. If you have a lot of
deep acne scarring, you also want to be careful with
dermaplaning since there may be an easier chance
of nicking your skin during the treatment. Lastly, let
your dermatologist know if you have a history of
cold sores since dermaplaning can re-activate them.
If you tell them beforehand, your doc can give you
an antiviral to prevent outbreaks. Another con is that

many patients think they have vellus hair but they don’t.
When the wrong type of hair is dermaplaned, it can
lead to thicker regrowth.
DOES DERMAPLANING CAUSE BREAKOUTS?
Quite the opposite, actually. A buildup of dead skin
can clog your pores and hair follicles, which can
not only cause pimples but also block your skincare
products from penetrating the skin, which is why
exfoliation is essential for maintaining an even, healthy
glow. But if you suffer from an existing breakout, you’ll
unfortunately need to sit this treatment out.
HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU DERMAPLANE?
For truly vellus hair that is affecting your appearance
and you feel uncomfortable, treatment can be
performed every four to six weeks.
CAN YOU WEAR MAKEUP AFTER DERMAPLANING?
Ever notice how peach fuzz tends to stand out even
more underneath foundation and face powder? Well,
since dermaplaning removes all the little hairs on
your face, your makeup will actually glide on super
smoothly, hence its appeal. Although it’s tempting to
see the results right away, try to avoid having a face
full of makeup immediately after your dermaplaning
treatment. Allow the skin to breathe for the rest of the
day. Once your skin has taken about a day or so to
settle, you can lather on all the foundation your heart
desires. Post treatment, it’s recommended to use a rich
hyaluronic acid mask or moisturising cream to help
repair your skin and keep it super hydrated.
DOES THE TREATMENT HURT?
The thought of a blade sliding across your face is
scary, but it’s actually not painful at all. Think of it
like shaving any other part of your body. You can feel
it but it doesn’t and shouldn’t hurt if you’re doing it
right. Again, that’s why it’s super important to leave
dermaplaning to professionals.
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GET GLOWY
Almond Oil For Skin

Evens Out the Skin Tone
This little elixir can also even out
your skin tone and improve the
complexion over time, revealing a
new and improved version of your
skin. Try incorporating almond oil
into your skincare routine if you're
looking for a more homeopathic
way to improve your skin's overall
appearance.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Hydrates Skin
Applying almond oil to your skin
is a great way to lock in moisture
and keep your skin glowing all
day long. Face oils leave your skin
the dewiest it has ever looked, and
almond oil is no exception. Not
only will your skin be left hydrated,
but it will also have an overall
better complexion and even tone.

A

lmond milk is the trendy
dairy alternative that we've
all been adding into our
morning cup of coffee, but did you
know that almond oil can be just
as good for not only your skin but
also your overall health? Ancient
cultures have been utilising
almond oil as a medicine to treat
dry skin, scars and general skin
rejuvenation.
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# ALMOND OIL
The benefits of almond oil don't
end with skin. It contains antiinflammatory and immunity-boosting
properties, both of which are super
useful for the colder seasons, as
well as cardiovascular benefits
that help to improve your body's
cholesterol. Almond oil is not just
for ingesting; its inherent vitamin
D, vitamin E and various minerals
help soothe the skin from irritation,
protect the skin from UV radiation
damage and restore the skin’s
moisture barrier. The benefits it
brings to your skin are everything
you've ever dreamed of in a natural
product. Every time you apply
almond oil to your skin, you know
you’re reaping all the best benefits,
ridding irritation and stretch marks,
as well as conveying hydration and
a beautiful glow.

# BENEFITS OF ALMOND OIL
Reduces Skin Irritation
Almond oil can be used to
calm your skin during flare ups.
Whether you're dealing with
itchiness and swelling or something
more clinical like psoriasis or
eczema, almond oil can act as a
quick fix before finding a more
permanent solution. Applying it
topically to the areas of need adds
an extra dose of moisture, relieving
any irritation your skin may be
experiencing.

Reduces Stretch Marks
Although there’s no substantial
research supporting that almond
oil is a cure for stretch marks, one
study involving a series of women
showed that it can be used to
prevent their stretch marks from
spreading as well as from forming.
As aforementioned, almond oil has
incredible softening properties, so
when it is applied to areas where
stretch marks typically occur on
your body, it works to soften that
skin and allow for it to stretch
without exacerbating the marks.
The softened skin can handle
stretching more than untreated
skin.

# HOW TO USE ALMOND OIL
Makeup Remover
To use as a makeup remover,
apply a small amount — about the
size of an M&M candy — onto
your palm. Using your fingertips,
gently apply the oil to the areas
where you want to remove
makeup. Then, use cotton balls
or warm water to remove the oil.
Follow by washing your face with
your favourite cleanser.

Moisturiser
You can also use almond oil as a
moisturising oil. To do so, wash
and dry your skin as usual. Then,
gently pat a small amount of
almond oil — about half the size
of a dime — onto your face with
your fingertips, and let it absorb
into your skin. If you’re using it as
a moisturiser, you don’t need to
rinse it off.

Cleanser
Almond oil is known as a carrier
oil, which means it has the ability
to carry other essential oils more
deeply into the skin. You can
mix almond oil with an essential
oil that’s known to benefit the
skin, like rosehip, lavender, rose
geranium, or lemon oil. Be sure
to patch test the essential oil on
the inside of your elbow or wrist
before applying to your face. Add
a few drops of the essential oil
to each ounce of almond oil and
mix well. Apply the oil mixture
to damp skin and rinse with
warm water. Because it’s an oil
cleanser, you may need to rinse
twice to remove any residue.

Rejuvenates the Skin
If you notice your skin looking a
little dull and tired, use almond oil
to revitalise and rejuvenate your
skin and give it some life. Almond
oil contains softening properties
that come in handy when your skin
isn't looking its best.
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JOURNEY TO LONGEVITY
AND BETTER HEALTH
A 30-Minute Workout or 10,000 Steps Per Day—Which Is Better?
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

There has been plenty of talk about the need to do lots of steps, with many of us regularly checking our devices
to see how many steps we have achieved in a day. It can be tempting to skip a planned workout once your fitness
tracker notes that you have hit 10,000 steps for the day, but according to medical experts, you might not want to
relax on the couch just yet. The reason? There are several variables when it comes to steps, such as the nature of
your activity (whether you run uphill to clock in these steps) or the intensity of your workout.

# WHAT IS HIIT?
HIIT or high-intensity interval training is a training technique in which
you put in maximum effort through quick, intense bursts of exercise,
followed by short, sometimes active, recovery periods. This type of
training gets and keeps your heart rate up and burns more fat in
less time. HIIT increases the body’s need for oxygen during the effort
creating an oxygen shortage. Your body compensates by demanding
more oxygen during recovery. This effect, called excess post-exercise
oxygen consumption, is the key reason why intense exercise is more
effective at burning fat than slower, steadier exercise.
# IS ONE REALLY MORE EFFECTIVE THAN THE OTHER?
When it comes to your health, no exercise solution is one size fits all
— and it really shouldn’t come down to choosing between walking
or a workout. It is recommended to mix your exercise activities from
cardio to strength, to reap the best benefits. Achieving 10,000
steps per day usually means that you are relatively active, which
is important. However, it doesn’t measure the intensity of exercises
you perform, which is also important. The key to longevity is aerobic
activities that raise your heart rate and strength and resistance
training. Doctors believe that blood-pumping activities are believed
to significantly lower your risk of heart disease, which is the number
one cause of death around the world. Strength training is important
too for it builds muscle, the most metabolically active tissue in our
body and is another component of optimal health.
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# UPGRADE YOUR 30 MINUTES OF MOVEMENT
When it comes to achieving the best 30 minutes of exercise possible,
high-intensity interval training (HIIT) activities are the best, since they
combine both aerobic exercise and strength training. This type of
exercise has benefits of cardiovascular protection and lean muscle
building. Whether you’re doing it at the gym or as a follow-along
Youtube programme at home, the benefits of HIIT exercises truly can’t
be beaten.

# KEEP TRACK OF YOUR STEPS
While HIIT training is great for you, this doesn’t mean that you should
stop keeping track of those daily steps. This number gives you an
indication on whether or not you’re remaining too sedentary and it
can be a good motivator to get up and move (or at least complete
that 30 minutes of exercise). If you’re someone who relies on a fitness
tracker to count your steps, you’ll be happy to know that doctors claim
it is reasonably accurate at tracking other important health metrics.
Although not perfect, a fitness tracker does a reasonable job of
providing physiological data for the body and has variable accuracy
when tracking steps taken, heart rate, heart rate variability and sleep.
You can use this device to track trends in your physiological data,
which it performs well in, rather than relying on it to give you precise
information, which you don’t necessarily need.
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BOOST YOUR WORKOUTS

# NON-SLIP EXERCISE MAT
An exercise mat is handy to have if you
regularly do floor-based strength training
moves. A yoga mat isn’t just for yoga —
it serves for bodyweight exercises like
stretching and make core work more
comfortable. Plus, it can provide a good
surface for strength training, too. Most
basic yoga mats are affordable and get
the job done just fine without breaking
the bank.

Best At-Home Equipment You Need
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

T

he silver lining of the pandemic
and lockdown is that it has
birthed many new norms,
among which is home workouts.
Granted, there’s nothing like
showing up at the gym for group
classes or using the gym equipment
for the best effect, you can still
break a good sweat and keep
healthy at home. Not to mention, it’s
more convenient and wallet-friendly.
Whether you’ve found virtual fitness
classes to tune into via Zoom, or you
prefer to go at it solo by following
the exercise on Youtube, we are
listing some home equipment to help
you get the best of your workouts.
# EXERCISE CORE SLIDERS
Core sliders, or gliding discs, will take
your planks and core routine to a whole
new level. These discs, which look like
Frisbees, offer options for both carpet,
hardwood and marble floors, making
for endless options for low-impact
movement during an intense workout.
You can use them to strengthen major
muscle groups throughout your body,
like your inner and outer thighs, legs,
and butt. Gliding discs can be used
to increase the intensity of numerous
different exercises, without adding any
impact — a win for your joints and your
downstairs neighbours.

# DOORWAY PULL UP BAR
Doorway pull-up bars are great pieces of equipment to help maintain and gain
upper body strength, all without any added weight. Pull-ups recruit muscles in
your back, shoulders, chest and arms, and you can easily isolate muscle groups
by changing your hand position on the bar. If you want to work on your biceps,
the chin-up variation, palms toward your body, just might be the variation for you.
Plus, you can also use resistance bands for a pull-up assist.
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# RESISTANCE BANDS
Resistance bands come in different
resistances — the thicker the band’s
width, the harder it is to stretch it and
the farther you pull the band, the
heavier the resistance feels. With a
cable or band, you’re able to adjust
the angle of the pull for moves like
pull-downs and rows, which engages
different muscles than using a dumbbell
would. Changing the angle, pulling
vertically and horizontally makes for
a more well-rounded strength training
experience.

# TRX GO SUSPENSION TRAINER
SYSTEM
The TRX suspension training system
allows you to work both your upper
and lower body, while helping you
develop core stability. If you don’t have
access to a trainer to walk you through
it, TRX’s website has instructional
videos, as well as 30-minute video
workouts that are updated daily. Train
with any level of intensity using simple
bodyweight and movement-based
workouts on adjustable foot cradles
to reach your fullest potential. Perfect
for strength training or yoga, the TRX
suspension system allows you to adapt
to any exercise or pose to your skill
level. It’s easy to set up, use, clean, and
easy to pack to take with you anytime,
anywhere.

# ANKLE WEIGHTS
Ankle weights are portable, compact
and versatile, and act as an added
challenge when you add these to your
workout. If used correctly, they can
help strengthen your calves, quadriceps
and glutes. They can also create more
resistance in your exercises and force
you to consider the importance of body
alignment when you perform certain
movements. The goal of adding ankle
weights is to increase strength, so
choose exercises like single leg pelvic
tilts or left lifts that focus on the legs or
glutes.

# DUMBBELL SET
When you think about building your
strength and adding more of that good
resistance to your movement, a set of
dumbbells is the first thing that comes to
mind and it honestly should be. Whether
you want to build strength to get that
heart rate going, dumbbells can help you
get the job done. When choosing the
best dumbbells for your home gym, bu a
set of light, medium and heavy weights
(the exact weight depends on what
you’ve lifted before and your current
fitness level).
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GETAWAY GROUNDS
Beautiful Boutique Hotels in Klang Valley
KLCC - HOTEL STRIPES KUALA LUMPUR

BY AGNES AUI AND HIRANMAYII AWLI

MONT KIARA - ARTE BY THOMAS CHAN
Hotel Stripes KL room

Care for a Parisian getaway without having to leave the
city? Arte by Thomas Chan checks the ideals of a romantic
French getaway and brings it to life. From meticulously
handcrafted Baroque-inspired columns, poetic hand-painted
frescos and exceptional artistic finesse, Arte by Thomas
Chan is a tribute to the French opulence, warmth and joy of
life. As the tallest hotel in the international, cosmopolitan
enclave of Mont Kiara, Arte by Thomas Chan connects you to a
plethora of foreign experiences, premium shopping outlets,
newest restaurants, exciting nightlife and key locations such
as the Malaysian International Trade and Exhibition Centre
(MITEC —the largest exhibition centre in Southeast Asia,
perfect for both business and convention travellers). This
distinct hotel offers 74 rooms and suites you’ll never want to
leave, especially with its stunning views of the Kuala Lumpur
skyline from the tallest hotel in Mont Kiara. Immerse yourself in
the distinct feel of the renaissance as you stretch out in your
pillow-top king bed, entertain in your living room, lounge on the
velvet sofas or soak in the oversized tub to the elegant
Baroque, Palatial and Parisian-inspired interiors.

Arte by Thomas Chan Rooms

Recreation

Arte by Thomas Chan
Level 66, Tower 2, Jalan Sultan Haji Ahmad Shah,
Mont Kiara, 504
Tel: 133 988 815

Hotel Stripes Kuala Lumpur
25, Jalan Kamunting, 50300 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2038 0000

DAMANSARA - SOFITEL KUALA LUMPUR DAMANSARA

CHINATOWN - FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON KUALA
LUMPUR, CHINATOWN

Room

Old meets new at Four Points by Sheraton Kuala
Lumpur, Chinatown. Set against historic buildings and the
storied past of its locale, guests are privy to a glimpse of things
in the yesteryear. Inspired by the local area, exposed raw
bricks, warm wood and traditional jade-hued tiles adorn the
lobby while breathtaking panoramic views of the city await at
reception. After a full day, relax at the outdoor splash pool, hit
the gym or grab a handcrafted cocktail at the chinoiserie-styled
Jann and enjoy sweeping views of the Kuala Lumpur skyline.
Hungry? Nibble on traditional Peranakan delights at Lady
Yi’s Tea House or chow down local specialties at Quan’s
Kitchen.

Lobby.

Hotel Stripes Kuala Lumpur embodies cues from the community’s
heritage, weaving the energy and culture of urban living to its
heart. It boasts 184 bespoke guest rooms and suites that feature
a unique blend of contemporary design and urban chic, reflecting
the history and character of the neighbourhood. Guest rooms
come with custom furnishings, free WiFi, HD TV, espresso coffee
machine and all of the overnight essentials you might need. Then
there’s the Executive Club Lounge which is designed to blend
the business and leisure needs of discerning guests. It includes
personalised services in style, preparing you to discover Kuala
Lumpur’s most engaged downtown neighbourhood. The hotel’s
restaurant, Brasserie 25 exudes a rustic charm. With its red brick
arcades, mid-century copper sputnik chandeliers and dark wood
floor, this restaurant and bar provides a dramatic yet relaxed vibe.
Have a leisurely breakfast or settle in for lunch and an informal
dinner from their ever-changing seasonal menu with irresistibly
unique dishes inspired by guest chefs. The Brasserie bar is the
perfect place to grab a coffee, drink, to network and have a
conversation. It is abuzz with locals and guests alike.

Four Points by Sheraton Kuala Lumpur, Chinatown
No. 2, Jalan Balai Polis, 50000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2035 7533

Spa

Set in the affluent neighbourhood of Damansara Heights, the
luxurious Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara is where the French art
de vivre is blended with local heritage, creating an unparalleled
experience. The guestrooms are reflections of cosiness and
architectural elegance, ranging from 43 to 105 square metres.
The hotel is home to five restaurants and bars, with the signature
all-day dining restaurant Kwee Zeen serving Pan-Asian cuisine
while the Chinese restaurant Wan Chun Ting, which translates to
Ten Thousand Springs Pavilion, offers authentic Cantonese and
Imperial cuisine with intricate fabrics, fine embroidery and gold
damask velvet. Boasting four private dining rooms with plush
furnishings, the restaurant features a sophisticated blend of Eastmeets-West décor with elements of Chinese-inspired silhouettes
and traditional art pieces. Enjoy a selection of French wines and
afternoon tea at Le Bar or relish authentic French cuisine at the
casual French Riviera-inspired restaurant, Nizza. Wellness and
leisure facilities include an outdoor pool, SO SPA and SO FIT.
Featuring five treatment rooms, sauna and steams, guests can
luxuriate in signature SO SPA facial and massage treatments. The
spa is also the country’s first to offer a Moroccan Hammam bath
treatment.
Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
No 6, Jalan Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2720 6688

River Cafe
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Sunway
Putra Hotel
Reception

BANYAN TREE KUALA LUMPUR

S

An Urban Oasis
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Sunway Putra Hotel Facade
Exterior Building

Y

Dining Horizon Grill

ou might live in the city, but a
staycation within Kuala Lumpur is
a different experience altogether —
one that is ultimately fulfilling. Sitting in the
heart of Golden Triangle of Kuala Lumpur,
Banyan Tree Kuala Lumpur serves as an
urban oasis overflowing with Malaysian
hospitality.

suites from a spacious 51 sqm Banyan
Retreat to the 200 sqm Banyan Tree Suite,
the rooms are filled with a generous amount
of sunlight, vanilla cream hues, unobtrusive
vistas of the KL skyline and technology. It
makes for a seamless blend of modern
comfort with a lavish air that ensures this
hotel tops the list of KL’s offerings.

This elegant, cool and contemporary
facade towers at 60 storeys and reflects
the quiet luxury of 21st-century interiors.
Featuring 55 well-appointed rooms and

If you’re staying in their Signature Sky
Retreat, you can expect to unwind
completely in Banyan Tree Kuala Lumpur’s
Chromotherapy shower. After a hot
shower, jump into their heavenly goosebedding king sized bed and get lulled into
sweet slumber instantly. Come morning,
wake up to ample sunlight streaming in,
cueing for sun salutations. Otherwise,
work up a sweat in the state-of-the-art
fitness facility. Be it morning or evening,
dive in the hotel’s open air swimming pool
and witness as the skies are painted with a
dusty pink and orange.
To dust away the stress and tension of
the mind and body, the Banyan Tree Spa
offers Sanctuary for the Senses – a place
for physical, mental and spiritual renewal.
To achieve this, the spa focuses on a non-

clinical and holistic approach based on
traditional Asian healing therapies. Allow
yourself to be treated with the Royal
Banyan — the confluence of Eastern and
Western massage techniques to improve
blood circulation and ease muscle aches.
It features a warm herbal pouch dipped
in Sesame Oil, this signature treatment
presents the quintessential Banyan Tree
Spa experience like no other.

SUNWAY PUTRA
HOTEL KUALA LUMPUR

A Haven Within The City
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Banyan Tree Kuala Lumpur impresses
with its offering of five dining outlets,
leading with Horizon Grill — serving
hearty a la carte breakfast, executive
lunches to gourmet dinner menu with
fresh seafood and premium steaks.
Count your blessings at Altitude where
afternoon tea and fine wine is met with
a magnificent view of KLCC and the rest
of KL. When the sun dips and night falls,
dance the night away at Vertigo — a
stylish bar helmed by creative mixologist
that will create personalised cocktails
to complement their South East Asian
inspired tapas.
Banyan Tree Kuala Lumpur,
2 Jalan Conlay, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2113 1888

Dining Altitude
Superior King Room
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unway
Putra
Hotel,
nestled in the nexus of
Kuala Lumpur’s Diamond
Triangle, is an elegant, 5-star
hotel complete with palatial
touches and the quiet luxury of
21st-century interiors. Its ideal
locale is a few stops away from
the Sunway Putra Mall, World
Trade Centre Kuala Lumpur,
trendy cafés and bars, bustling
markets and landmarks; a
melting pot of Asian cultures and
traditions. Understanding that
most Malaysians seek respite
during these unprecedented
times,
the
hotel
features
exciting online deals to allure a
staycation within the city.

are served in specially packed,
single-use
containers
with
sanitised cutlery and delivered
to the guest rooms, ensuring full
compliance with the hygiene
and safety protocols. When you
finally muster up the will to leave
your homey room, The Coffee
House and Atrium Lounge
beckon, the former offering a
sumptuous array of authentic
Malaysian
and
Western
specialities prepared with the
finest local ingredients by the
skilful culinary team. The latter,
on the other hand, is the perfect
venue for pre-dinner drinks,
casual meetings or a relaxing
nightcap.

The theme of understated luxury
continues in its sumptuous 650
rooms, decorated in soothing
greys and mauves, paired
with the modern conveniences
for the savvy traveller such as
complimentary WiFi, working
desk and LED TV, among many
other amenities. The Deluxe
King Room, in which we stayed
in is a spacious bolthole for
couples or a family of three. The
king-sized bed at the heart of
the room commands attention,
alluring you to jump in and feel
the soft embrace of the duvet
— comforting, spoiling and
relaxing all at once.

After eating your fill, saunter
through the shopping haven
next door and treat yourself to
some retail therapy or dessert.
Alternatively, rediscover the city
onboard the KL Hop-On Hop-Off
— an open deck double decker
tour bus. The KL Hop-On HopOff provides a comprehensive
city tour with 27 designated
stops, along over 60 major sites,
landmarks and attractions; with
live on-board commentary. After
a good night’s sleep, a morning
dip overlooking KLCC and the
city skyline or working up a
sweat at the gym is a wonderful
way to start the day. Advanced
booking is required for both
these facilities in order to limit
To fully relish the comforts of the usage and adhere to the hotel’s
room, in-room dining completes Sunway Stay Safe protocols.
the experience, promising solace
Putra Hotel Kuala Lumpur,
and scrumptiousness with every Sunway
100 Jalan Putra, 50350 Kuala
dish. Familiar delights like the Lumpur.
Char Kuey Teow and Chicken Tel: 03-4040 9888
Chop hit all the right spots and Website: www.sunwayhotels.com/
sunway-putra
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MAKAN MAKAN
Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Tel: 03-6211 7877

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000
Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Halal

03-2782 3875

JUU NANA SAKABA
14, Jalan 17/54, Seksyen 17,
46400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2117 3111

THREE GUYS CAFÉ
Block B, 2-14, Jalan Ilmu,
50603 Kuala Lumpur

Open House
03-2162 0888 • G48 Suria KLCC,
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur
• Malaysian • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining
Centre

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian
Restaurant
010-288 2654 • 19, Lorong Kurau,
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

03-2148 8744

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest
urban hub where life and creativity are
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to
indulge your retail desires, cater to your
entertainment needs and satisfy your
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort.
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting
experiences and a trend setting venue
where shoppers can relax and treat
yourself to a good time. With over 60
exciting dining options including Fresca
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum,
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle,
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s
heaven. • 10am to 10pm
IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 &
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall,
located within IOI Resort City, is the
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It
is easily accessible via major highways
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq.
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local
and international dining experiences. •
10am to 10pm
MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur,
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us
easily by bypass or take a ride on the
MRT to the Cochrane underground
MRT station. The blend of fashion
forward retail, amazing amenities,
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN
the premier shopping destination in the
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than
just shopping… It’s an experience for
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm
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Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail
50250 Kuala Lumpur • Pork-free
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese
Cuisine

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal • Casual Dining

Yun House
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place,
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum
Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to
be the leading destination in KL South
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo
futuristic façade and contemporary
interior. Built with connectivity in mind,
the mall is easily accessible through
major roads and highways and is
well-serviced by public transportation
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm
The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a
preferred destination for when you want
to take a break from your busy life and
reconnect with nature. It is a place full
of such possibilities. Room for nature.
Room for coming together. Room for
celebration. Space to grow. Space to
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an
elegant showcase spanning over six
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in
seamless accessibility with your every
convenience within comfort’s reach.
Take your time to explore the collection
of carefully curated brands uniquely
housed amidst wide spaces, marble
halls, and comfortable lounge areas.
Strategically located in the Golden
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819 • Level 41 at Alila
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng,
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free • Fine Dining

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid
façade and natural setting, The Starling
is a space where nature is immersed
into urban retail environment to create
a unique space for togetherness in
harmony with nature.

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54,
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL
• Pork-free • Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur. • Dim Sim • Casual Dining
10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-2786 9333

KL’s Best Bar

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850 • Starhill Gallery 181,
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur • Dim Sum • Tea House
• Casual Dining
Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000 • 65, Jalan Ampang,
50450 Kuala Lumpur • Intercontinental
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Oriental Cuisine
• Casual Dining

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free • Casual Dining

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

4, Jln Delima,kl
FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G,
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330 • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan,
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala
Lumpur • Fine Dining
• Pork-free
Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara,
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur,
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas,
Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama,
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388
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The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111 . Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral . From RM850

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300 . Jalan 1 Taman
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084 . Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC . Fine Dining

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888 . 7 Jalan Kia Peng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery
(Modern Malaysian) . Santai Pool and
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge

Raja Chulan
Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022 . 9, Jalan Delima,
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur . Casual Dining

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888 . Jalan Utara C,
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petalingjaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (International) . Miyabi (Japanese) . Sala
(Bar) . Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783 . 124A, Jalan Kasah,
Medan Damansara . Casual Dining
Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592 . 102 (First Floor),
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Damansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor . Casual Dining

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang
03-2382 8888

EQ
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lumpur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Yuzu
03-2284 7663 . The Gardens,
Mid Valley City . Casual Dining

03-20201708

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon,
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
. The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge,
Cherootz
03-2782 6000

www.ihg.com
Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888 . Four Seasons Place,
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chinese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining)
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill
W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888 .No. 121, Jalan
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining)
.Woobar (Bar)

Tao (chi)

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

03-2020 5499

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688 . 6, Jalan Damanlela,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
. From RM330-RM820 . www.sofitelkualalumpur-damansara.com

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388 . Ilham Tower, 8, Jln
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur . Trace Restaurant & Bar .
From RM343 . www.marriott.com
Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000 . Jalan Bulan Off
Jalan Bukit Bintang
. www.capitol.com.my

03-2267 1111

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining)
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar)
. Iketeru (Japanese)

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort,
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,
47500 Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.
com . The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

03-8787 3333

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Pullman Kuala Lumpur
Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)
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Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.

03-2162 2233

Makana Restaurant
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MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

03-6200 1000

03-7967 3936

TO

03-2274 6542

9am-6pm

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

F4
03-7957 4341

03-9200 0039

Flight Training

Entry Mykad Holder
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General
Admission - RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-2092 7070

03-2094 1222

03-6187 8786

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2267 1111

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000
Tel: 03-2718 1118
District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888
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B ARATHAN AMUTHAN

KL Lifestyle
31 Jalan Utara,
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia

PHOTOGRAPHER
03-2089 3400
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+60 12-244 6797
IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old

Tel: +603 7932 0668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
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SUNGAI BULOH
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Kampung
Selamat
Kwasa
Damansara

9
10

Kwasa
Sentral

MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG

Kota
Damansara

MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Dalam
pembinaan

Surian

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Mutiara
Damansara

B1

Cochrane

Bandar
Utama

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

Phileo
Damansara

Stesen Pertukaran

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Interchange Station
Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

Bukit Bintang

TTDI

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Pusat Bandar
Damansara

Taman
Midah

CHAN
SOW LIN

Merdeka

Taman
Mutiara

Muzium
Negara

Semantan

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark

Taman
Pertama

Taman
Connaught

COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

10
*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu
automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)
yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.
Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n Go (for Rapid KL rail
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.
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Stadium
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Kajang 2 (Akan Datang

COMING SOON)

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka
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NOTA :

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda.

Sungai
Jernih

For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

GEMAS

Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D)
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Therapy from the comfort of your home

The Mind Consultant - a brand compromising professionals in the mental helth field provide easy, specifically-tailored
online counselling service. Seek online counsellinng from the comfort of your home today.
Like and follow our facebook page
themindconsultant.my

Contact us now:
themindconsultant.com

